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During earthquake induced strong ground motion (GM) adjacent buildings 
with inadequate clearance will interact/collide resulting in the development 
of pounding forces at locations of contact. Typically, forces due to earthquake 
induced seismic pounding (EISP), and their consequences, are not accounted 
for in the seismic design of buildings as contemporary codes of practice for 
earthquake resistance specify minimum clearance among neighbouring 
structures regarded as adequate to minimise EISP occurrence/consequences 
likelihood at least for the nominal design earthquake level. However, field 
observations in congested cities in the aftermath of several recent major 
seismic events suggest that considerable seismic loss is due to EISP as code-
prescribed clearances are not implemented in practice. 
These observations triggered significant research efforts since the late 1980s 
to develop efficient finite element (FE) modelling schemes capturing EISP, to 
study the influence of EISP in seismic demands of colliding structures, and to 
propose methods of mitigating EISP consequences. Nevertheless, to date, 
most relevant computational-based research works adopted simplified 
structural models used as proxies of the colliding buildings, such as planar 
multi degree-of-freedom (MDOF) frames arranged in series or single degree-
of-freedom (SDOF) pounding oscillators, to study EISP via nonlinear response 
history analyses (NRHA). Further, uncertainty quantification due to record-
to-record GM variability to inelastic seismic demands under EISP has not 
been addressed within modern probabilistic performance-based earthquake 
engineering (PBEE) context. 
To this end, this thesis aims, first, to assess the influence of EISP to inelastic 
demands at structural member level in a case-study real-life building block 
and, second, to quantify EISP influence to fragility curves of commonly 
adopted simplified structural models (i.e., inelastic SDOF oscillators and 
inelastic planar MDOF frame structures) as a measure of seismic 
vulnerability of colliding structures in a statistical framework accounting for 
record-to-record variability. The thesis focuses on reinforced concrete (rc) 
code-compliant building structures and treats exclusively slab-to-slab 
 ix 
 
interaction/pounding assuming that no significant local failure occurs at 
locations of collision. 
The first aim is addressed by developing detailed three-dimensional lumped-
plasticity FE models of three adjacent irregular in-plan rc structures with 
coupled frame-wall lateral load resisting systems in an L-shaped 
arrangement and with unequal number of floors. Series of NRHA is conducted 
for a pair of spectrum-compatible GMS with increasing intensity (i.e., 
incremental dynamic analysis-IDA) acting along two horizontal 
perpendicular axes for FE models with and without EISP. Variations of 
inelastic demands across all building floors for different types of structural 
members (i.e., beams, columns, and walls) are reported due to EISP for 
different GM intensities. Considerable floor-wise spread of differences of 
inelastic demands due to EISP is found in all 3 structures and types of 
members. This novel finding suggests that EISP influence to local member 
inelastic demands may not be accurately quantified through simplified planar 
FE MDOF models which cannot capture the response of complex building 
blocks colliding bi-directionally and accounting for torsional response. 
Therefore, it is recommended that detailed spatial FE models are adopted for 
seismic vulnerability assessment of existing case-specific structures subject 
to EISP in several directions. 
The second aim is pursued by putting forth a performance based seismic 
assessment (PBSA) approach which can readily account for record-to-record 
variability, following standard PBEE steps, through application of IDA for a 
suite of judicially selected GMs to simplified inelastic FE models capturing 
EISP. In doing so, a novel intensity measure (IM), namely the geometric mean 
of the spectral acceleration at the fundamental natural period of the 
pounding/interacting structures, avgSa, is proposed. It is proved numerically 
that avgSa is much more efficient than peak ground acceleration (PGA) which 
is exclusively used as the IM in all EISP studies found in the literature. This 
is established by noting that avgSa reduces significantly the spread of IDA 
curves compared to PGA, gauged via the standard deviation of log-normal 
distributions fitted to the IDA curves data at different limit states, for several 
different pairs of colliding inelastic SDOF oscillators used as proxies to 5 
different 8-storey and 12-storey benchmark rc multi-storey frame structures 
design to the current Eurocode 2 and 8 subject to a suite of 72 GMs. Moreover, 
novel probabilistic models in terms of fragility curves of adjacent rc structures 
are presented and discussed derived for both the above inelastic SDOF 
oscillators and for the detailed MDOF lumped-plasticity models of the planar 
 x 
 
multi-storey frame structures. Sensitivity analyses is undertaken to quantify 
the influence of various pounding model parameters to inelastic demand 
statistics (i.e., shape of fragility curves) indicating that stiffness and damping 
properties of the pounding model is not as influential as clearance between 
structures. Lastly, mean and standard deviation of IDA curves data obtained 
by interacting MDOF models and their equivalent (i.e., derived through 
pushover analysis) inelastic SDOF oscillators are compared. It is found that 
interacting SDOF proxies capture accurately record-to-record variability 
expressed through the standard deviation of fitted log-normal distributions to 
IDA curves but tend to underestimate peak inelastic demands in the mean 
sense compared to the MDOF models. Thus, it is again concluded that caution 
need to be exercised in adopting simplified models for capturing EISP.  
Overall, the PBSA tools developed in this thesis and the numerical data 
furnished shed new light on the influence of EISP to different levels of 
sophistication in structural modelling of building structure and to the 
uncertainty in inelastic seismic demands due to record-to-record variability. 
These tools together with foreseeable extensions pave the way for seismic risk 
analyses in congested urban environments accounting for EISP phenomena 
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1.1 Background and Motivation 
Damage due to Earthquake Induced Structural Pounding (EISP) between 
closely spaced civil engineering structures with dissimilar dynamic 
characteristics, has been repeatedly observed in past major seismic events 
(e.g. San Fernando 1971, Mexico City 1985, Loma Prieta 1989, Chile 2010, 
Christchurch 2011). Given an inefficient separation, buildings and 
components of bridges (e.g. deck and abutments) will interact under strong 
ground motion excitation. During this interaction, forces that are termed in 
the pertinent literature as pounding forces, develop at the areas of contact. 
Typically, these pounding forces are not accounted for during the design 
process and may exceed design limits, causing local damages or lead to a 
sudden full or partial structural collapse (Efraimiadou, et al., 2013). 
Therefore, EISP may threaten the structural integrity and, thus, property and 
life.  
This threat is acknowledged by modern aseismic codes of practice that impose 
a Minimum Safety Distance (MSD) in order to prevent pounding. In practice 
however, especially in densely built urban areas, the MSD is rarely 
implemented due to the lack of building space and the high cost of land 
(Favvata, 2017). Further, several existing buildings were constructed in 
accordance with older versions of the building codes and therefore, the MSD 
requirement may not be satisfied. In addition, the MSD is determined based 
on methodologies that account only implicitly for the nonlinear structural 
response and therefore, it may not guarantee that pounding is prevented.   
In reality, EISP represents a very complex and highly nonlinear phenomenon 
(Dimitrakopoulos, et al., 2009). The impact of the phenomenon on the seismic 
structural response, depends on a large number of factors such as the initial 
separation distance, the relative dynamic characteristics (e.g. relative mass 
and stiffness) of the interacting structures, build materials, support 




conditions and the characteristics of the input ground motion excitation (e.g. 
frequency content, duration etc).  
Along these lines, during the last decades, several experimental and 
analytical research efforts have focused on EISP in an attempt to better 
understand the phenomenon. However, the validity/accuracy of analytical 
studies on the influence of EISP on the structural response entails the 
accurate representation/modelling of contact between bodies. To this extend, 
the vast majority of past analytical studies on EISP, modelled contact either 
based on the theory of stereo-mechanics (Papadrakakis et al.,1991; 
Athanassiadou et al 1994; Malhotra, 1998; DesRoches and Muthukumar, 
2002) or by means of force-based impact/contact elements (e.g. 
Anagnostopoulos, 1988; Vega et al, 2009).  
The analytical representation of contact via the stereo-mechanical model, is 
based on the principal of the conservation of momentum and the coefficient of 
restitution that characterises the level of plasticity during impact. However, 
the analytical representation of contact via impact elements is the approach 
most commonly adopted as it can be incorporated into structural analysis 
software without any significant programming efforts. Impact elements, 
introduce a (constant) gap (gap ≥ 0) between the bodies in order to simulate 
the initial stand-off distances. Then, during Response History Analysis (RHA) 
the elements are activated when the relevant distance between the two bodies 
is less than the defined gap.  
Along these lines, several types of impact elements with a varying degree of 
complexity and ability to accurately model pounding forces, have been 
proposed in the literature. The most commonly adopted impact element 
models are a) the linear pounding model b) the nonlinear pounding model 
(Davis, 1992) c) the linear viscoelastic (Kelvin) pounding model 
(Anagnostopoulos, 2004) and d) the non-linear viscoelastic (Jankowski, 2005). 
However, the calibration of the contact model parameters is a non-trivial task. 
Typically, the values of the parameters are judicially selected based on 
sensitivity studies and/or experimental tests. 
Such experimental investigations typically involve shake table tests of 
prototype (scaled down) structures. In (Papadrakakis and Mouzakis, 1995; 
Filiatrault and Wagner, 1995; Chau et al, 2003; Khatiwada et al., 2013), the 
authors conducted shake table tests in order to study pounding between 
structures (RC or steel frames) with different dynamic characteristics (e.g. 
between a flexible and a stiff structure). The studies reported a good 




agreement between the seismic responses obtained via analytical methods 
and those recorded during the experiments. In these studies, the input ground 
motion was described in terms of a sinusoidal excitation or an excitation based 
on a limited number of historical accelerograms.  
In fact, all the experimental investigations and the vast majority of analytical 
studies on EISP considered either a small number of arbitrarily chosen 
ground motions and/or relatively simple/academic structural models that may 
not be able to capture the full effects of seismic pounding. Indeed, in most 
studies, SDOF oscillators are used as proxies of MDOF structures while the 
uncertainty to inelastic seismic demand under seismic pounding is not 
accounted for, due to record-to-record variability. In addition, very limited 
work is done in order to quantify the influence of pounding in seismic risk 
assessment studies. The latter utilises fragility models of structures to 
account for the inherent uncertainty in the seismic input. Therefore, in this 
thesis, performance based seismic assessment (PBSA) is pursued relying on 
the Performance Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) framework of the 
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) Centre (Porter 2003, 
Moehle and Deierlein 2004) to assess the influence of pounding in 
probabilistic terms.  
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The overarching aim of this research work is to quantify the influence of slab-
to-slab seismic pounding to the inelastic demands of adjacent reinforced 
concrete building structures for different (increasing) intensity of the seismic 
action. In this manner, the seismic performance of adjacent structures 
interacting (colliding) during seismic events can be comparatively assessed 
with respect to the seismic performance of the same structures where no 
pounding/interaction occurs using Performance-Based Seismic Assessment 
(PBSA) as diagrammatically shown in Figure 1.1. This assessment is herein 
pursued through series of Nonlinear Response History Analyses (NRHA) with 
gradually increasing seismic input intensity, commonly termed in the 
literature as Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 
2002). The consideration of IDA is deemed necessary for the purposes of this 
work in order to capture the impact/collision phenomenon, which is inherently 
dynamic and nonlinear, as well as the potentially inelastic behaviour of RC 
structures due to yielding at relatively high intensity levels of seismic 
excitation. In this context, attention is focused on quantifying seismic 




demands away from global structural instability/collapse which is of most 
practical interest in discussing new/code compliant structures. 
 
Figure 1.1: Workflow for comparative seismic structural performance 
quantification of adjacent structures with and without 
interaction (i.e., slab-to-slab pounding/collisions) denoted as 
coupled and uncoupled model cases. 
A major challenge in applying IDA to examine interaction/collisions of 
adjacent yielding structures is the onerous computational effort required in 
modelling accurately seismic pounding forces. This is because such forces are 
high-amplitude and short-lived and, therefore, necessitate the use of very 
small time-steps for numerical integration of the underlying nonlinear 
equations of motion in undertaking NRHA. Therefore, the overarching aim is 
pursued by judicially balancing the level of sophistication/complexity of 
seismic action modelling (i.e., number of recorded ground motions considered 
in IDA application) and structural modelling (i.e., degrees of freedom). In this 
regard, three different levels of complexity of seismic/input and structural 
modelling are considered as specified in the matrix shown in Figure 1.2. The 
latter matrix delineates the seismic action and structural modelling 
assumptions adopted in the numerical (IDA) studies undertaken in different 
chapters.  





Figure 1.2: Matrix that illustrates the seismic action and building modelling 
complexity combinations adopted in this thesis with the 
corresponding chapters. 
Specifically, three different scenarios are examined in this thesis, judicially 
defined to strike a balance between seismic action and structural complexity, 
in addressing the following objectives: 
• Assessment of inelastic end-member rotation demands to horizontal 
(beams) and vertical structural members (columns and shear walls) in 
adjacent multi-storey RC buildings in a typical city-block interacting 
during seismic events through slab-to-slab collisions. 
• Derivation of fragility curves in terms of peak inelastic inter-storey 
drift ratios of adjacent interacting RC structures accounting for ground 
motion record-to-record variability and for different limit states.  
• Quantification of the influence of pounding model properties to IDR 
fragility curves (i.e. stiffness and energy dissipation properties 
assumed during collisions) as well as the separation gap.  
• Assess the differences between statistical properties of fragility curves 
derived from inelastic MDOF frames and the equivalent SDOF 
inelastic oscillators derived from the MDOF frames through pushover 
analysis.  




The above objectives are set out to fill several gaps of knowledge in the 
literature that are identified through a detailed literature review undertaken 
in chapter 2. 
1.3 Thesis Organisation 
This thesis is organised in seven chapters. The current chapter gives a general 
overview of the EISP phenomenon and sets the overarching aim and 
objectives pursued in the thesis together with an overview of the methodology 
adopted to meet the objectives. The chapter concludes with the aims and 
objectives that are set in this thesis. The Chapter 2 presents an extensive 
literature review on EISP phenomenon and knowledge gaps that are 
addressed in this thesis. Further, the chapter discusses past studies on 
pounding mitigation measures, pounding modelling techniques, studies on 
the issues related to the computation of MSD and studies on the impact of 
EISP on the seismic response.  
Chapter 3, reviews to some detail the stages of the PEER framework 
developed by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre. This 
framework serves as the basis for the development of the herein proposed 
PBSA approach to study the influence of EISP accounting for record-to-record 
uncertainty. Further, the Chapter discusses in full the IDA method that is 
adopted throughout this thesis as the analysis to determine the imposed 
seismic structural demand for various levels of seismic intensity.  
Next, Chapter 4 presents a case-study that quantifies the influence of EISP 
on the inelastic seismic demand distribution adopting a particular 
configuration of three adjacent RC buildings represented by a three-
dimensional (3D) nonlinear FE model. The chapter discusses the 
characteristics (e.g. geometric, relative positions, materials etc) of the model 
and presents comprehensive results from application of IDA using a single 
pair of response spectrum compatible artificial accelerogram. Finally, the 
chapter discusses the impact of EISP on the inelastic seismic demands of the 
FE building models. 
Chapter 5 develops the PBSA approach to study EISP. The chapter discusses 
the adopted finite element models and presents the analytical expression of a 
novel IM. Further, probabilistic EISP models are derived and discussed for 
two different contact/pounding element models adopting different values for 
the model parameters.   




In Chapter 6 probabilistic seismic performance of adjacent RC building 
frames is derived and discussed. Further, the chapter investigates and discuss 
on the impact of the adopted modelling complexity of structures to study the 
influence of EISP in probabilistic terms on the seismic performance of 
structures. 
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the contribution achieved within this thesis 
and recommendation for future work. 




Chapter 2                                                                                                                                                                    
Interaction of Adjacent Building 




Damages due to EISP, have been identified in several field investigations 
carried out in the aftermath of major seismic events. In a survey (Hall and 
Beck, 1986) that followed the 1985 earthquake that struck Mexico City, the 
authors reported that 40% of the surveyed buildings had structural pounding 
related damages. Further, 15% of all these reported cases had collapsed, due 
to pounding. However, later revisited estimates (Anagnostopoulos and 
Karamaneas, 2008) reduced the initial percentage to only 20-30% of the 
originally identified cases.  
Another field survey (Kasai and Maison, 1997) carried out in the regions of 
San Francisco and Monterey Bay that were struck by the 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake, reported extensive damages due to pounding, over a large 
geographic area, including areas with large epicentral distances. Moreover, 
during the 2011 earthquake that shocked the densely build Christchurch 
business district, although pounding was identified as a secondary effect, the 
authors (Cole et al., 2011) observed that 6% of the total surveyed buildings 
were damaged due to pounding.  
 






Figure 2.1:  Severe damages including concrete spalling and column shearing, 
observed on two adjacent RC buildings in the aftermath of the 2014 
Kefalonia earthquake. 
Building damages due to EISP can be segregated into five major types (Jeng 
and Tzeng, 2000; Cole et al., 2011).  
Type I:  Pounding between adjacent buildings with unequal floor heights 
and/or foundation levels. 
 
Figure 2.2: Earthquake induced structural pounding between buildings with 
a) unequal floor heights and/or b) different foundation levels, leads to floor-





slab to column collisions with a potential abrupt failure of columns, due to 
column shearing (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000). 
During interactions between adjacent buildings with unequal floor heights 
and/or dissimilar foundation levels, both buildings experience floor-slab to 
column collisions. These collisions, may introduce high amplitude shear forces 
on the columns that are located on the sides that are subjected to pounding. 
These additional forces may exceed design limits leading to column shearing 
and a sudden catastrophic collapse (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000; Karayannis and 
Favvata, 2004; Anagnostopoulos and Karamaneas, 2008).   
Type II:  Pounding between adjacent buildings with significantly dissimilar 
mass properties. 
 
Figure 2.3: Pounding between a stiff and a flexible structure with equal floor 
heights (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000). 
Earthquake induced structural pounding between a massive and a light 
adjacent building, typically leads to significant amplifications of the 
structural response of the lighter building and severe local damages at the 
locations of pounding. In contrast, due to pounding, the lateral floor 
displacements of the massive building are typically restricted and therefore 
pounding typically has a beneficial impact on the heavier building 
(Anagnostopoulos, 1988) since the imposed structural demand is reduced. 





Type III:  Adjacent buildings with different number of floors. 
Tall buildings adjacent to shorter buildings, will experience large 
displacement amplifications on the floor that is located above the last floor of 
the lower building (see Figure 2.5). This “whiplash” type of response, typically 
increases ductility demands on the columns of that specific floor and mainly 
those located on the side that is subjected to pounding (Karayannis and 
Favvata, 2004).  
 
Figure 2.4: Pounding between buildings with different floor elevations (Jeng 
and Tzeng, 2000). 
Type IV:  Adjacent buildings with in plan eccentricity. 
In the case of adjacent buildings that exhibit in plan eccentricity, the 
developing pounding forces are typically limited at one corner (see Figure 2.6). 
Therefore, the column located at that corner may fail due to pounding that 











Figure 2.5: Schematic that illustrates the case of pounding between buildings 
that exhibit in plan eccentricity (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000). Pounding occurs 
at one corner, typically causing extensive damages to the column that is 
located at that corner. 
Type V: Pounding buildings in series. 
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic for the case of pounding between buildings in series 
with equal floor heights (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000). Typically, pounding has a 
detrimental impact on the structural integrity of the buildings that are 
located at the ends. 
In the case of buildings that are constructed in series, those that are located 
at the ends, typically suffer significant damages due to pounding 





(Anagnostopoulos and Spiliopoulos, 1992). Such a configuration, resembles 
the pendulum effect (Jeng and Tzeng, 2000) or alternatively can be 
interpreted as a massive building colliding on a lighter building. In contrast, 
buildings that are located at the intermediate locations in the series, tend to 
be protected during ground motion excitation as their horizontal floor 
displacements are typically restricted. Still however, all structures will 
experience high acceleration pulses during collisions that may damage 
internal sensitive equipment (e.g. machinery, electronic devices etc). 
Thus, structural pounding has a detrimental impact on one or more of the 
adjacent structures and ignoring the phenomenon typically lead to less 
conservative designs (Karayannis and Favvata, 2005). Along these lines as 
previously noted, most contemporary codes of practice (e.g. Eurocode 8, 
CEN2004-8; the Uniform Building Code UBC 1993; National Building Code 
of Canada, NBCC, 1990; Chinese Seismic Building Code, GBJ11-89; National 
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program code, NEHRP, 1991) impose a MSF 
in order to prevent pounding (Efraimiadou et al., 2013). However, in order to 
protect existing structures that are likely to collide under strong ground 
motion excitation, several researches investigated and proposed measures, 
mainly in the form of some type of damping devices, that can mitigate the 
impact of EISP on their seismic structural response. 
2.2 Mitigating Pounding 
An early study by (Westermo, 1989) proposed a link and beam system, to 
transfer the connection forces to the floors of the interacting structures. The 
considered scheme was found to effectively reduced the magnitude of the 
developing pounding forces by limiting the overlapping relative 
displacements. However, the author observed that the considered coupling 
mechanism, led to an increase of the base shear of the stiffer structure.  
In (Anagnostopoulos and Karamaneas, 2008) the authors proposed shear 
walls, located transversely to the side of the building that is subjected to 
pounding (figure 2.7). These shear walls, act as absorbers of collisions and 
provide efficient protection against pounding, especially in the case of 
adjacent buildings with unequal heights. In such a case, the proposed collision 
shear walls, represent a low-cost solution to prevent column shearing and a 
subsequent catastrophic collapse, while sustaining only local and repairable 
damages and therefore protecting both buildings. However, since pounding is 





not prevented, both buildings will experience short acceleration pulses that 
may harm acceleration sensitive building contents.  
The majority however, of the pounding mitigation measures that are proposed 
in the literature, are based on the inter-connectivity/coupling of the adjacent 
structures by means of seismic control devices. These devices, under the 
assumption of optimal tuning, offer the ability to reduce the risk of pounding 
and improve the overall seismic structural performance of the coupled 
structures (e.g. Luco and De Barros,1998). 
Along these lines, (Kim et al., 2006) proposed Visco-Elastic Dampers (VEDs) 
to be used in seismic joints in order to reduce the earthquake induced 
structural responses of adjacent structures or in skybridges. The optimal 
performance of the proposed scheme is achieved when used as a coupling 
mechanism between structures that exhibit a significant difference in their 
fundamental frequencies.  
In a similar study, (Xu et al., 1999) the authors examined the effectiveness of 
fluid dampers used to link closely spaced structures in terms of reduction in 
the earthquake induced displacements, accelerations and shear forces. They 
observed significant reduction in the dynamic responses of both buildings, 
when the parameters of the dampers are judicially chosen, typically after a 
parametric study.   






Figure 2.7: Collision shear walls located at the property line in order to 
prevent column shearing from floor to column collisions 
(Anagnostopoulos and Karamaneas, 2008). 
In (Bharti et al., 2010) the authors examined the effectiveness of Magneto-
Rheological Dampers (MRD) to mitigate the seismic response of two coupled 
adjacent tall buildings. The study considered passive-off, passive-on and semi-
active control strategies and found that MR dampers can effectively reduce 
the response of both short and tall buildings for a wide range of ground 
motion. However, the optimal determination of the voltages as well as the 
number of dampers, remains a challenging process. To this extend (Ok et al., 
2008) proposed a methodology to define the above parameters based on multi-
objective genetic optimization algorithm and the stochastic linearization 
method. 
In another study by (Pratesi et al., 2014) related to an iconic slender RC tower 
bell with inefficient separation from neighbouring structures, the authors 
proposed a damped inter-connection retrofit in order to mitigate EISP. In fact, 





the authors calculated that the proposed solution reduced by about 50% the 
developing bending moments, by 30% the axial force and by 50% the shear 
forces compared to the non-pounding case. Further, it was concluded that 
pounding has a significant impact on the seismic response of the tower and 
the neighbouring church. 
In (Liolios et al., 2015), the authors studied the efficiency of cable ties in 
various strengthening schemes in order to enhance the seismic capacity of 
adjacent RC structures, under the assumptions of environmental degradation 
and interactions under multiple ground motion excitations. Structural 
pounding is found to cause higher level of damages under multiple seismic 
scenarios and that cable strengthening has a significant beneficial impact of 
the seismic response of the RC structures. Therefore, cable strengthening is 
found to represent an attractive solution to upgrade existing RC structures, 
taking also into account the associated low cost when compared to the 
typically expensive seismic control devices.    
Another interesting study from the field of probabilistic performance-based 
design (Tubaldi et al., 2014), proposed an efficient methodology in order to 
quantify the seismic risk of adjacent building coupled with linear and 
nonlinear viscous dampers. The proposed methodology accounts for the 
inherent uncertainties of the seismic input as well as the system parameters. 
Finally, a study within the field of bridge engineering (Abdel Raheem, 2009), 
proposed cable restrainers that tie together the adjacent bridge segments. The 
study considered three different configurations of the restrainers I) deck to 
deck II) through the pier and III) through a hinge with a shear key. 
Configuration I, was found to be effective against deck falling but failed to 
guard against deck unseating. Configurations II and III were found to be 
effective in unseating prevention of the bridge decks with the cost of amplified 
moments and shear forces imposed on the corresponding supporting pier.   
The accurate representation of pounding in analytical studies, requires 
refined modelling coupled with a reliable analytical method in order to 
capture inelastic deformations, local crushing and fracturing of material.  
2.3 Contact Modelling for EISP Applications  
In EISP analytical studies contact during RHA is typically simulated either 
by the theory of stereomechanics or through the use of parametrically defined 





contact elements. These two modelling approaches are discussed in more 
detail in this section.  
2.3.1 Theory of Stereomechanics for Contact 
Modelling  
The representation of contact in pounding numerical simulations based on the 
theory of stereomechanics, is based on the conservation of momentum to 
update the velocities of the colliding bodies after their interaction 
(Muthukumar and DesRoches, 2006). In the simple case of two colliding bodies 
with masses 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 and initial velocities 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 the corresponding 
updated post-collision velocities 𝑣1
′  and 𝑣2
′  are given by equations (2.1) and 
(2.2) respectively (Goldsmith, 1960). 
                                        𝑣1
′ = 𝑣1 − (1 + 𝑒)
𝑚2
𝑚1+𝑚2
(𝑣1 − 𝑣2)                                    (2.1) 
                                      v2
′ = v2 − (1 + e)
m1
m1+m2
(v2 − v1)                                (2.2) 
The parameter 𝑒 represents the degree of plasticity between collisions. It is 
termed in the literature as the coefficient of restitution, with a range of 
possible values between 0 and 1. The two extreme values, represent a 
perfectly plastic and a perfectly elastic collision correspondingly. The value of 
the coefficient of restitution 𝑒 depends on the materials and the relative 
velocities of the colliding bodies (Jankowski, 2009). Given the absence of 
sufficient experimental data, the value of 𝑒 typically ranges between 0.4 and 
1.0. However, the vast majority of EISP studies typically adopt values that lie 
within a range of  𝑒 = 0.50 −  0.65.  
Several past studies on EISP, have been based on the theory of 
stereomechanics (e.g. Papadrakakis, et al.,1991; Athanassiadou, Penelis and 
Kappos, 1994; Malhotra, 1998; DesRoches and Muthukumar, 2002). However, 
the theory assumes instantaneous collisions between colliding bodies. 
Therefore, the method ignores transient stresses and deformations 
(Muthukumar and DesRoches, 2006) and thus reduces the accuracy of the 
simulations. In addition, from a practical perspective, the method cannot be 
easily implemented in structural analysis software packages. 
Given these limitations and deficiencies of contact representation by means 
of the theory of stereo-mechanics, the majority of analytical EISP studies, 





adopted a force-based approach i.e. impact/contact elements to model 
pounding forces during RHA. 
2.3.2 Contact Elements  
Several types of contact elements, with a varying degree of modelling 
complexity and modelling accuracy have been proposed and implemented in 
past studies. The four main types of impact elements are a) the linear 
pounding model (Anagnostopoulos, 1988) b) the non-linear pounding model 
(Hertz) (Davis, 1992) c) the linear visco-elastic pounding model (Kelvin - 
Voigt) (Anagnostopoulos, 2004) and d) the non-linear visco-elastic pounding 
model (Hertzdamp) (Jankowski, 2005). 
The linear elastic pounding model (figure 2.9) represents the simplest contact 
model that can be incorporated into structural analysis software. It consists 
of a linear spring with stiffness 𝐾 that is typically proportional to the axial 
stiffness of the interacting structures (Maison and Kasai, 1990; Maison and 
Kasai, 1992). The non-linear contact model (figure 2.9), implements a non-
linear spring instead in order to model impact based on the Hertz law (Jing 
and Young, 1991; Davis 1992; Ma and Pantelides, 1998).  
  
Figure 2.8: The linear and non-linear (Hertz) impact models that consists of a 
linear spring and a non-linear spring correspondingly with a stiffness 𝐾 in 
series with a gap element. The stiffness 𝐾 has typically a value that is 
proportional to the stiffness of the colliding structures. 
The pounding force F in the case of the linear and non-linear contact models 
is given by equations 2.3 and 2.4 correspondingly: 
                                                𝐹 =  {
𝐾𝛿,            𝛿 ≤ 0
0,      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                       (2.3) 
                                               𝐹 =  {
𝐾𝛿𝑎,            𝛿 ≤ 0
0,      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                      (2.4) 





The constituents of the linear visco-elastic and the nonlinear visco-elastic 
impact elements is depicted in the following figure. 
 
Figure 2.9: Configuration of the linear viscoelastic (Kelvin - Voigt) and non-
linear viscoelastic (Hertzdamp) impact models that consists of a linear 
spring and a non-linear spring correspondingly in parallel with a viscous 
damper that allows for the modelling of energy loses during impact. 
The pounding force F in the case of the linear viscoelastic and the non-linear 
viscoelastic contact models is given by equations 2.5 and 2.6 correspondingly: 
                                           𝐹 =  {𝐾𝛿 + 𝐶?̇?,            𝛿 ≥ 0
0,      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                   (2.5) 
                                          𝐹 =  {𝐾𝛿
𝑎  + 𝐶?̇?,            𝛿 ≥ 0
0,      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                 (2.6) 
where, 𝛿 is defined as: 
                                                    𝛿 = 𝑢1 − 𝑢2 − 𝑔𝑎𝑝                                       (2.7) 
The adopted value of 𝑎 is typically 3/2. Further, all contact models are 
activated when:  
                                                 𝛿 = 𝑢1 − 𝑢2 − 𝑔𝑎𝑝 ≤ 0                      
A significant breakthrough for EISP studies was accomplished in 
(Anagnostopoulos, 2004). The author, derived an analytical expression 
between the coefficient of reinstitution and the damping coefficient 𝐶. The 
analytical expression is: 





                                                    𝐶 = 2𝜉√𝜅
𝑚1𝑚2
𝑚1+𝑚2
                                              (2.8) 
where 𝜉 is given by: 
                                                  𝜉 = −
ln (𝑟)
√𝜋2+(ln (𝑟))2
                                                  (2.9) 
and 𝑟 is the coefficient of reinstitution given by:  
                                                           𝑟 =
u2−𝑢1
𝑢01−𝑢02
                                            (2.10) 
As discussed, the problem of EISP was studied early on through analytical 
investigations (e.g. Anagnostopoulos, 1988). However, the validity of the 
analytical predictions was investigated later on by means of experimental 
studies. In (Papadrakakis and Mouzakis, 1995), shake table tests considering 
two-storey RC frames with equal floor heights and zero separation distance, 
were subjected to harmonic and random excitation signals. The data from the 
shake table tests were found to be in good agreement with the results obtained 
via numerical simulations of the corresponding analytical models. In 
simulations, the contact impact problem was treated by means of the 
Lagrange multiplier method (Papadrakakis et al., 1991) that was found to 
represent an accurate numerical analysis method for pounding case studies. 
Similarly, in (Filiatrault et al., 1995) shake table tests were undertaken in 
order to study EISP between a three-storey and an eight-storey single bay 
steel frame. Numerical analysis of the corresponding building arrangement 
with pounding force modelled in terms of uniaxial elastic gap elements. The 
authors concluded that displacement and magnitudes of pounding forces were 
accurately predicted through numerical analysis. However, during contact 
the relative rotation of the adjacent beam-column hinges caused local 
damages that cannot be introduced in the analytical solution by means of the 
uniaxial gap elements.  
2.4 Studies on the Minimum Safety Distance  
The determination of the most suitable methodology for the calculation of the 
MSD remains a very active research area within the field of EISP. A study by 
(Yu et al., 2017), proposed a general spectral difference method to calculate 
the minimum safety distance between building in order to prevent pounding. 





The proposed method overcomes the limitation of the proportional damping 
that is assumed in the traditional response spectrum method. The proposed 
methodology is found to be more accurate especially in the case where the 
structures exhibit strong non-proportional damping characteristics (e.g. when 
dampers are installed).  
The accuracy of the Double Difference Combination (DDC) rule was examined 
in (Lopez-Garcia and Soong, 2009) in the prediction of the minimum safe 
distance considering linear structural systems. The study considered linear 
5% damped SDOF systems excited under modulated and filtered Gaussian 
white noise and the response is evaluated by means of Monte Carlo 
Simulation. It was found that the accuracy depends on the ratio of the natural 
periods as well as the relationship between the natural periods of the SDOF 
systems and the main frequency of excitation. 
In a similar study (Hong et al., 2003), the authors considered two adjacent 
buildings modelled as SDOF and MDOF systems and excited under white 
noise. A parametric investigation was undertaken in order to establish 
whether the Complete Quadratic Combination (CQC) of the modal responses 
provides sufficient separation to prevent pounding based on the results from 
random vibration analysis. The authors concluded that the CQC leads to 
under and over-estimations of the required minimum separation distance. 
Similar conclusions were drawn also in the case when the ground motion 
excitation is characterized by the Kanai-Tajimi power spectral density. 
Another study by (Lopez-Garcia and Soong, 2009), examined four different 
criteria that are used in the computation the MSD in order to prevent 
pounding between hysteretic structural systems. The study was based on 
adjacent 5% damped bi-linear hysteretic SDOF systems excited by means of 
non-stationary random process and Monte Carlo simulations. The results 
showed none of the considered criteria provided consistent predictions in 
terms of an exact or a conservative MSD.  
In (Favvata, 2107), the seismic performance of an 8-storey RC frame that 
collides against a 3-storey RC frame-wall is examined. During seismic 
excitation, pounding occurs between floors and slabs and the two structures 
are assumed to be in initial contact. The study considered nine seismic 
demand levels simulated by mean of 14 suitably scaled accelerograms. The 
adequacy of the MSD is established based on two criteria a) minimization of 





the critical shear demands of the column b) total prevention of pounding. It 
was found that the provisions of Eurocode 8 for the calculation of the 
minimum required separation distance to prevent pounding, yielded 
conservative results for the considered case.    
2.5 Influence of EISP on the seismic response of adjacent 
structures  
Several studies, investigated the influence of EISP on the seismic 
performance of adjacent structures. Typically, the influence of EIPS is 
quantified in terms of differences between the structural response under the 
influence of pounding and a benchmark case study that assumes no 
interaction between the structures. In (Moustafa and Mahmoud, 2014), 
structural damages due to earthquake induced structural pounding between 
nonlinear SDOF systems, were assessed by means of a variety of damage 
indices including among other, the ductility, pounding force, input and 
dissipated energy. These indices, are known to correlate well with structural 
damage and thus provide useful information on the condition of the structure. 
The study concluded that the impact of pounding on the seismic response is 
sensitive to the support conditions as base isolated structures are found to 
interact more due to their increased flexibility.  
Another study (Madani, et al., 2015) investigated the impact of pounding and 
Structure-Soil-Structure Interaction (SSSI) on the nonlinear response of 
multi-storey structures with an initial separation distance that varies 
between 0% (initial contact) and 100% of the minimum safety distance as it is 
required by the design codes. It was found that the resulting pounding forces 
are sensitive to the support conditions and pounding occurs mainly at the 
upper floors when the initial separation distance increases. Further, the study 
concluded that the inflicted damages were mainly attributes to pounding 
rather than on the SSSI. 
A study by (Jankowski, 2008) examined the impact of earthquake induced 
structural pounding between three-dimensional equal height buildings that 
exhibit substantially differences in their dynamic properties, on their seismic 
response. Pounding was found to have a significant impact on the response of 
the lighter and more flexible structure in terms of response amplifications and 
increase of the inelastic demands. In addition, the seismic behaviour of the 
lighter building demonstrated increased sensitivity to changes in the values 





of the considered structural parameters. In contrast, the heavier and stiffer 
building was found to be insensitive to changes in the values of structural 
parameters and effectively unaffected by the collisions.  
In the (Agarwal et al., 2007) the authors studied pounding between two degree 
of freedom systems supported on a variable friction model base isolation. The 
study showed that when compared to fixed boundary conditions, the adopted 
base isolation system led to a decrease on the number of impacts. Further, the 
base isolation system resulted into high magnitude pounding forces. However, 
under the assumption of a varying stiffness coefficient based on the velocity, 
the magnitude of the pounding forces was significantly reduced. 
Finally, (Komodromos, 2008) studied the impact of pounding on isolated 
buildings under strong ground motion excitation. The study showed that 
pounding may excite higher modes and disrupt the typically rigid-body motion 
that is associated with base isolated buildings. 
2.6 Research Gaps 
In most EISP studies, the influence of seismic pounding to the inelastic 
demands of 3D structures has only been addressed by examining simplified 
structural models of mostly academic interest (e.g. Papadrakakis et al., 1991; 
Jankowski, 2008; Efraimiadou et al., 2013; Madani Behnamfar and Tajmir 
Riahi, 2015). Such simplified models, are typically products of an idealisation 
process of more complex structures where the mass of the floors is lumped on 
one or more structural nodes and the floor stiffness is typically represented 
by a single structural element. Only a limited number of case studies (e.g. 
Jankowski, 2009; Jankowski, 2012) adopted detailed/realistic 3D Finite 
Element (FE) models to assess the influence of seismic pounding on the 
structural response. 
Further, thus far all studies on the influence of EISP on the seismic response 
of buildings are based on a limited number of artificially generated (e.g. Crozet 
et al., 2017) or arbitrary selected recorded ground motions (e.g. Moustafa and 
Mahmoud, 2014) and therefore the record-to-record variability is not 
rigorously accounted for. In addition, the parameters of the impact model 
parameters are commonly taken to be fixed to an arbitrary value (e.g. 
Anagnostopoulos, 1988; Moustafa and Mahmoud, 2014; Madani, Behnamfar 
and Tajmir Riahi, 2015) and their influence on the seismic performance of 
structures has not been adequately addressed. 





   
To this extend, the strategy adopted in this thesis (and outlined in figure 1.2) 
in order to address the identified research gaps consists of the following 
steps/studies: Firstly, in (§4. Influence of Bi-Directional Pounding on the 
inelastic Demand Distribution of Three Adjacent Multi-Storey RC Buildings) 
attention is focused on a real-life configuration of buildings (corner city block) 
as a case study that allows for the concurrent examination of different 
scenarios arising in real-life settings. These scenarios include a) pounding 
between building with significantly different design specifications b) 
pounding between buildings with unequal number of floors c) pounding 
between buildings that at least one of them exhibits torsional sensitive 
behaviour and d) bi-directional pounding of a corner building in an urban 
building block. The level of sophistication of the three-dimensional nonlinear 
FE model developed accounting for impact as well as hysteretic structural 
response renders this study novel in the literature. The seismic excitation is 
represented by a single pair of artificial accelerograms whose response 
spectrum matches closely the Eurocode 8 spectrum used in designing the 
buildings. 
Then, in (§5. Fragility Sensitivity of RC Colliding Buildings on the Modelling 
Parameters of the Linear and Linear Viscoelastic Contact Model) the 
influence of the impact element stiffness, the initial clearance (gap) and the 
ability of the pounding model to dissipate energy during collisions (i.e., all 
three parameters of the adopted linear contact models reviewed in section 
2.3.2) on the seismic performance of three pairs of inelastic SDOF systems is 
undertaken in probabilistic terms accounting for record-to-record variability 
following a PBSA approach. More specifically, the study adopts a suite of 72 
recorded ground motions that are used to excite the SDOF pairs to various 
(increasing) seismic intensity levels. The influence of the impact model 
parameters is then quantified in terms of probabilistic seismic performance 
curves via the vis-à-vis performance comparison workflow outlined in (§ 1.2 
Aims and Objectives).  It is also noted that the adoption of SDOF oscillators 
as proxy systems in order to study more complex structures, is a common 
approach that is typically followed in the field, as it allows to focus on the 
phenomenon of pounding and speed up computations.  
Finally, in (§6. Probabilistic Seismic Performance Assessment of Adjacent RC 
Building Frames Interacting at Floor Levels), the impact of seismic pounding 





on the seismic performance of one of the building pairs that were considered 
in the previous study, is investigated by means of two-dimensional multi-
storey inelastic RC building frames. The seismic performance of the inelastic 
RC frames is assessed within a PBSA approach by means of fragility models 
that gauge seismic performance for low and moderate intensity seismic 
shaking. Then, the derived seismic performance of the same pair of buildings 
derived for the two cases of a) inelastic SDOF systems and b) inelastic multi-
storey building frames is compared in order to assess the impact of modelling 
complexity on the seismic performance. Notably, the work undertaken in 
Chapter 6 in novel being the first study to quantify the impact of the 
structural modelling complexity to the seismic performance of structures 
represented through fragility curves subjected to floor-to-floor collisions. 
 
 




Chapter 3                                    






The Performance Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) framework 
developed within the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) 
Centre (Porter 2003, Moehle and Deierlein 2004) integrates multidiscipline 
research knowledge to provide probabilistic descriptions of the seismic hazard 
associated with a given site and facility in terms of performance metrics 
(“Decision Variables” - DVs). These DVs, can be easily understood and used 
by stakeholders (e.g. monetary losses, number of casualties, downtime etc.) 
for better informed risk management decisions. Although a direct 
probabilistic relationship between decision variables (e.g. monetary losses) 
and the site-specific seismic risk is highly desirable, the derivation of such 
relationship is practically intractable. 
In this regard, the PBEE (Deierlein et al, 2007) decomposes the process in four 
distinct stages (figure 3.1). Each stage of the framework is decoupled from the 
previous one and can be considered independently. The general 
notation 𝐺(𝑥|𝑦) = 𝑃(𝑥 ≤ 𝑋|𝑌 = 𝑦) used in Figure 3.1, denotes the cumulative 
probability distribution of a random variable x given a specific outcome y of a 











Figure 3.1: The four distinct stages of the performance based earthquake 
engineering (PBEE) framework (Yang et al, 2009).  
Initially, Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) quantifies the site-
specific seismic hazard in the form of a seismic hazard curve that is a function 
of a suitably selected IM and describes mean annual rates of exceedance of 
various seismic intensity levels. Further, (historical) ground motions of 
interest (based on criteria like fault characteristics, distance from fault, 
dynamic structural characteristics etc.) are identified and collected.  
Next, in the Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis (PSDA), Response 
History Analyses (RHA) are performed using the pre-compiled collection of 
ground motions (from stage 1). The responses obtained are functions of the 
IM selected in PSHA and a strategically selected Engineering Demand 
Parameter (EDP) that is able to reflect on various structural states and 
damage accumulation.  
In damage analysis (stage three), performance threshold values designated as 
Limit States (LS) (FEMA, 2000; FEMA, 2009) that are known to correlate well 
with various damage states, are identified on the IM-EDP response curves. 
Deriving LS values is a non-trivial procedure that typically involves 
meticulous laboratory tests, post-earthquake reconnaissance etc. Then 
statistical analysis provides damage probabilistic descriptions for each LS in 
terms of curves that express mean annual frequencies of exceedance, also 
referred in the pertinent literature as fragilities (Celik and Ellingwood, 2010).  
Finally, in loss analysis, the obtained damage values, are translated in to loss 
quantities of interest and are again expressed in probabilistic terms (Esteva 
and Ruiz, 1989). The analytical expression of the PBEE framework is given 
by the triple integral in following equation (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). 
      ( ) ( | ) | ( | ) | | ( | ) | | ( ) |
im dm edp
dv DV G dv dm dG dm edp dG edp im d im  =              (3.1) 
The various stages/steps of the framework are readily identified in equation 
3.1. More specifically 𝐺(𝑒𝑑𝑝|𝑖𝑚) is the complementary cumulative distribution 





of the EDP for the given IM, (𝑑𝑚|𝑒𝑑𝑝) is complementary cumulative 
distribution of the damage measure given an EDP and 𝐺(𝑑𝑣|𝑑𝑚) is the 
complementary cumulative distribution of the selected decision variable given 
a Damage Measure DM. Each of the previously identified complementary 
cumulative distributions, are products of each of last three stages of the PBEE 
framework. Then the triple integral (equation 3.1) couples the above 
distributions with the site-specific seismic hazard information to finally 
obtain the associated levels of risk 𝜆(𝐷𝑉) expressed in terms of the decision 
variable 𝐷𝑉. 
Thus, in pursuing accurate estimates of the 𝜆(𝐷𝑉), it is of paramount 
importance to obtain accurate probabilistic descriptions of the seismic 
performance of structures (stage two). This chapter focuses on IDA 
(Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) used as a tool to probe into the seismic 
response of structures is the analysis method of choice in all the numerical 
studies that are part of this thesis. 
3.2 Incremental Dynamic Analysis 
Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) is a structural analysis procedure 
aiming to derive a “one to one” mapping of different levels of the input seismic 
action onto judicially chosen peak structural response quantities obtained 
from NRHA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). The “level” or “intensity” of the 
seismic input action is expressed by means of a single scalar intensity 
measure (IM) or of a collection (vector) of IMs. Commonly used IMs include 
the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and the (pseudo) spectral acceleration at 
the fundamental natural period of the structure under analysis Sa(T1). 
The IM levels, are defined to force a structure all the way from elastic 
response to final global dynamic instability (collapse). Further, the peak 
(inelastic) seismic demand is expressed by means of an EDP, such as the peak 
lateral displacement measured at a certain point on the structure along the 
direction of the seismic action. As discussed, IDA can readily account for the 
inherent uncertainty of the earthquake induced ground motion (GM) by 
considering a collection of recorded GMs corresponding to specific earthquake 
scenarios (e.g. moment magnitude, epicentral distance etc.) as input to 
perform RHAs for various IMs. 






Figure 3.2: Typical observable patterns in an IDA curve (Skrekas and 
Giaralis, 2013). 
IDA data results for each GM considered in the analysis are commonly 
represented in the form of IM versus EDP graphs (IDA curves) (Figure 3.3). 
In figure 3.2, a typical IDA curve corresponding to a single GM is shown. Each 
“dot” is derived from a RHA and the IDA curve is constructed via (spline) 
interpolation (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). In most of the cases, the non-
linear response region can be readily identified, while a “stiffening” pattern 
(EDP reduces from an increased IM as shown in Figure 3.2) and other complex 
non-linear phenomena may reveal themselves depending on the structure and 
the properties of the considered GM for specific IM and EDP measures. In this 
regard, IDA can be viewed as a “dynamic version” of the well-known static 
inelastic (pushover) analysis widely used by the engineering community for 
structural design and assessment purposes against (lateral) dynamic loads. 






Figure 3.3: IDA curves obtain for a specific structure excited under a collection 
of ground motions scales to various intensity levels to represent various 
seismic hazard scenarios (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). 
3.3 Statistical Analysis of IDA curves 
Statistical analysis of the IDA curves (also known in the relevant literature 
as “summarization of IDA curves”) involves consideration of their “cross-
sectional fractiles” (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2004). Cross-sectional fractile 
values allow the calculation of the 16%, 50% and 84% percentiles for the 
various levels of the EDP. Using these values, it is possible to obtain the 
fractile values of EDPs which then in turn can be interpolated to produce IDA 
fractile curves as those shown in figure 3.4. Then performance thresholds 
(limit states) are identified on the summarized IDA curves.  






Figure 3.4: Example of summarized IDA curves and corresponding limit 
states (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). 
IDA has been extensively used in the seismic performance assessment of a 
variety of structures (e.g. Mander et al., 2007; Chomchuen and Boonyapinyo, 
2017; Mahmoudi Moazam, Hasani and Yazdani, 2018) and to test the 
accuracy of other approximate analysis methods (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 
2002). Being computationally intensive, the method has found application 
initially into the analysis of two-dimensional structures. However, the method 
easily expands to three dimensional structures simply by considering the two 
horizontal orthogonal components of the ground motions in the suite. Then, 
either the two components of the ground motion are simultaneously 
considered in the IDA or IDA is performed for each ground motion component 
separately and the resulting EDPs are combined usually with the well-known 
SRSS rule  
It becomes evident, that the accuracy of the PSDA analysis relates to the 
efficacy of the adopted IMs and EDPs (termed as IDA parameters) to reflect 
on the seismic hazard and the structural damages respectively.  





3.4 Selecting IDA parameters 
Several metrics to gauge (Cordova et al., 2001) the level/degree of suitability 
of a candidate IMs have been proposed (Tothong and Cornell, 2007) and are 
identified as “efficiency”, “sufficiency”, “effectiveness”, ”practicality”, and 
“robustness” and are discussed in this section.  
The “efficiency” property is attributed when in the PSDA the selected IM 
results to reduced dispersion between response curves when compared to the 
dispersion obtained from another less “efficient” IM. “Efficient” IMs are highly 
desirable and the subject of open research since the error in the calculation of 




and Cornell, 2007) and thus is proportional to 𝜎𝑙𝑛𝐸𝐷𝑃|𝐼𝑀, where 𝑁 corresponds 
to the number of ground motions used in the analysis.  An illustrative example 
demonstrating the impact of a “more” efficient IM on the dispersion of IDA 
curves is presented in figure 3.5.  
Note that the number N of ground motions is rarely larger than 30 since for 
example in order to reduce the error in half we will have to quadruple the size 
of the ground motion collection. Given that the number of records of severe 
(that are by definition rare) seismic historical events stored in relevant 
databases (e.g. PEER database) and the related additional computational 
time, the size of the ground motion pool is in most cases restrained below 30. 
Furthermore, an IM is “sufficient” when the cumulative conditional 
probability of the EDP, 𝐺(𝐸𝐷𝑃|𝐼𝑀) is only conditionally dependent on the 
selected IM and independent of any other variables that influence the 
estimation of the seismic risk (e.g. magnitude). The “robustness” term refers 
to “scaling robustness” and associates with the bias introduced in the obtained 
response curves when scaling ground motions to several intensities, a 











Figure 3.5: Dispersion of IDA curves for two intensity measures in (a) and in 
(b) demonstrating the efficiency property of the second intensity measure 
in (b) (Tothong and Cornell, 2007). 
The term “practicality” correlates with the degree of suitability of the IM for 
use in the PSHA analysis. Mainly indicates the feasibility and conventionality 
of a PSHA based on the selected IM. Finally, the “effectiveness” property is 
satisfied when closed form solution of the triple integral in eq. 3.1 can be 
obtained. 
In principle, the suitability of a given IM mainly relates to its ability to 
correspond to shifts in the modal characteristics of a structure and further to 
account for the higher mode contributions in the inelastic response range. In 
this regard, the “optimal” IM will always be structure and ground motion 
specific. However optimal IMs will suffer from the loss of generality and thus 
unsuitable for use in seismic performance assessment analyses. 
Several research efforts attempt to identify/propose IMs that are globally 
applicable through encoding additional modal information in the IM. For 
example, in (Shome et al., 1998) the authors demonstrated that the  𝑆𝑎(𝑇1) is 
more efficient compared to Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) as it relates the 
IM with the natural structural period. However, 𝑆𝑎(𝑇1) is insensitive to 
changes of the fundamental frequency that occurs in the post-yield response 
range. 
To improve the performance of PSDA, advanced scalar and vector-valued 
intensity measures were investigated. In (Baker and Cornell, 2008) an IM 
consisting of 𝑆𝑎(𝑇1) in combination with a metric of the spectral shape in 
terms of 𝑅𝑇1,𝑇2 = 𝑆𝑎(𝑇2)/𝑆𝑎(𝑇1) where 𝑇2 corresponds to a user selected period, 





was proposed. It was found efficient in predicting the maximum inelastic 
inter-storey drift ratio (IDR) for both ordinary and pulse-like ground motions 
but the overall performance was dependent on the choice of the 𝑇2.  
Luco and Cornell (2007), proposed an efficient and sufficient scalar 
𝐼𝑀1𝐼&2𝐸  that provides estimates of the maximum IDR using two modes and the 
SRSS rule of modal combination suitable for both ordinary and pulse-like 
ground motions. Mehanny (2009) proposed a two-parameter scalar IM that 
account for the spectral shape. 𝑆𝑎(𝑇1)
1−𝑎𝑆𝑎(√𝑅. 𝑇1)
𝑎, where R corresponds to 
the ratio of the lateral strength required for the system to remain elastic over 
lateral yielding strength.  
Furthermore, Sehhati (2011) demonstrated that the Peak Ground Velocity is 
valid IM for both ordinary and pulse-like ground motions and Yahyaabadi and 
Tehranizadeh (2011) considered a combination of a wide range of spectral 
response parameter taking into account period elongation and higher mode 
effects.  
In a more recent study, Zhou et al. (2017) studied the efficiency of five vector-
based IMs for IDA. Two of the considered vector IMs consider higher 
structural modes and the other three incorporate the period elongation effect 
during the inelastic response range. The authors concluded that for first-mode 
dominant structures it is critical to select an IM that accounts for the period 
elongation while the number of the selected spectral acceleration has an 
impact on the efficiency.  
In the ensuing numerical work, two different IMs are adopted in applying IDA 
to pursue performance-based seismic assessment (PBSA) of adjacent building 
structures within the PBEE framework. The first IM considered in (§4. 
Influence of Bi-Directional Pounding on the Inelastic Demand Distribution of 
Three Adjacent Multi-Storey RC Buildings) is the PGA. Although it is an 
inferior IM in terms of efficiency and sufficient as defined above with respect 
to, arguably, the most widely used Sa(T1) in PBSA studies of non-pounding 
structures, it does constitute a rationale IM for EISP studies. In fact, PGA is 
the only IM considered in the open literature for EISP studies [REFs needed 
here]. This is because EISP studies involve two or more structures and 
therefore expressing the seismic intensity in terms of spectral acceleration 
Sa(T1) is impractical as it is not obvious which structure’s fundamental period 
T1 should be used. Further, it is emphasised that the study in Chapter 4 
considers only one artificially generated ground motion pair and, therefore, 





IM efficiency and sufficiency properties of the adopted IM (PGA) are not 
crucial. 
The second IM used is novel to EISP studies involving the interaction of two 
or more structures with different structural properties. It is termed geometric 
mean (avgSa) and is defined, in the general case of 𝐾 interacting structures, 
as the kthsquare root of the product of the pseudo-spectral accelerations that 
correspond to the fundamental periods of the K interacting structures. That 
is, 




𝑘 = √𝑆𝑎1,𝑇1,5%𝑥𝑆𝑎2,𝑇2,5%𝑥 … 𝑥𝑆𝑎𝐾,𝑇1,5%
𝐾             (3.2) 
Note that, whilst it is the first time that avgSa is proposed to be used to 
examine EISP effects to seismic structural performance, this IM has been 
previously considered, originally by Cordova et al (2000), for PBSA of non-
pounding structures. The rationale for its use has been to account for the 
phenomenological effective period elongation effect exhibited by yielding 
structures due to structural damage. Recently, Kazantzi and Vamvatsikos 
(2015) demonstrated that the avgSa is more efficient and sufficient than 
Sa(T1) and PGA in PBSA of non-pounding structures. Further, the authors 
demonstrated that the avgSa does not suffer from the lack of sufficiency at 
high intensity levels (i.e. high scaling factors >3 of the base seismic intensity). 
To this end, the current consensus is that it represents the most suitable IM 
for nonlinear RHA studies given its relative simplicity as it requires 
information containing in the linear response spectrum of a given GM.  
Notably, the modular characteristic of the avgSa (product of two or more 
damped spectral accelerations) renders this IM as suitable for ESIP studies 
in terms of applicability. Expressing the seismic intensity levels in terms of 
the AvgSa during post-processing, adds additional information regarding the 
fundamental frequencies of the interacting structures. Mathematically, 
AvgSa represents the central tendency of the linear pseudo-spectral 
acceleration values of the coupled system. Therefore, it can potentially 
account for shifts in the fundamental frequencies of the interacting structures 
that occur within their inelastic response range.  
In the case of the independent vibration of the adjacent structures that 
typically serves as a performance benchmark for the coupled case, the GM can 
be practically introduced during the statistical characterization of the 





structural responses by assuming the uncoupled structures as a coupled 
system that exhibits an initial separation distance that tends to infinity.    
 Looking away from IMs, the EDPs of choice in the ensuing numerical work 
are a) the Ductility Ratio (DR) that is defined as the ration between the 
maximum and yield deformation and b) the Inter-storey Drift Ratio (IDR) that 
is defined as the ration of the relative displacements between two building 
floors over the floor height. Both the above EDPs have been found to correlate 
well with structural damage in non-pounding structures in the literature 
[REFs needed here] and, therefore, serve well the purpose of quantifying 
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Chapter 4                               
Influence of Bi-Directional 
Pounding on the Inelastic 
Demand Distribution of Three 
Adjacent Multi-Storey RC 
Buildings 
Adapted from: Skrekas, P., Sextos, A. and Giaralis, A. (2014). Influence of bi-
directional seismic pounding on the inelastic demand distribution of three 
adjacent multi-storey R/C buildings. Earthquakes and Structures, 6(1), pp.71-




This chapter, presents a realistic case study of EISP between buildings 
located within a city block. The block consists of a high, newly designed 
building that is constructed in bi-lateral contact, to two lower and under-
designed buildings. The objective is to assess the induced structural damage, 
in terms of rotational ductility demand at a local and system level, with and 
without building interaction (pounding), both under the design earthquake 
and more severe seismic actions.   
It is noted that in most real-life cases, pounding of adjacent buildings takes 
place in a rather complex manner for a number of additional reasons (Jeng & 
Tzeng, 2000; Maison et al., 2012) such as a) buildings are not constructed in 
series but within blocks, hence, particularly the corner buildings are subject 
to bi-lateral pounding, and b) due to the lack of available space and the cost 
of land in modern cities, newer structures are typically higher and slender 
than older ones, a fact that is commonly associated with the significant 
contribution of their higher, primarily torsional, modes of vibration. 
This is a very common problem nowadays in modern cities and, in fact, it is 
not yet taken into account by current codes of practice which only prescribe a 
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minimum separation gap between the constructed building and its immediate 
built environment (CEN 2004a). This gap is usually determined based on 
response spectrum analysis in which the expected non-linear behavior of 
structures is only implicitly accounted for, through the behavior (or force 
reduction) factor. Field observations have shown that such considerations 
may not prevent seismic pounding in case of events less frequent than the 
design earthquake, while it is quite common that “as-built” structures may 
often have insufficient or no clearance at all for practical reasons. 
In the case of adjacent buildings with equal storey floor levels, seismic 
pounding involves slab-to-slab collisions and, thus, no local loss of stiffness 
and/or strength to the lateral force resisting structural system takes place. In 
such cases, the influence of seismic pounding to the global response of 
structures becomes the issue of concern. In this context, a parametric study 
was undertaken in (Jankowski, 2008) to investigate the influence of slab-to-
slab pounding to the seismic response of two 3-storey, double-symmetric in 
plan, frame buildings considering material non-linearity. The structures were 
simultaneously subject to the three components of the strong ground motion 
associated with a specific historical earthquake record and results on the 
influence of pounding effects with regard to the clearance between the 
structures, their yielding strength and their inertial and stiffness properties 
have been reported. The main conclusion was that pounding is more critical 
for the structure with the lower mass. This conclusion has been further 
confirmed in (Jankowski, 2009) who considered, through a detailed three-
dimensional finite element (FE) analyses, the interaction and pounding of a 
RC building with its significantly lighter, attached, staircase tower of the 
same total height. 
Another historical study of pounding involving under-designed masonry and 
RC buildings is reported in (Fiore & Monaco, 2010). More recently, the 
influence of pounding to a multi-storey wood frame building located at the 
corner of a typical building block in San Francisco has been assessed within a 
PBEE framework (Maison et al. 2012). The above conspectus of recent 
published work reveals that research efforts to assess the influence of seismic 
pounding have focused either on simplified “academic examples” of structures 
represented by two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) FE models or 
on real-life case-studies of under-designed buildings. Still though, the 
common case of high, newly designed buildings that are constructed in 
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simultaneous, bi-lateral contact to a number of typically lower and under-
designed buildings has not yet been thoroughly studied. 
To this extend, this chapter, considers the case of a newly designed, 7-storey, 
RC building located at the corner of a block in a major metropolitan area, in 
contact with two adjacent, under-designed, 5-storey buildings. The condition 
is that for constructional purposes, the first building (hereafter denoted as 
“K”) is in immediate contact with the other two (identified as “K1” and “K2”), 
thus, there is practically no separation gap. The assumption is also made that 
storey levels are at equal heights and that there is no shear slab penetration 
to the columns in contact (i.e. local damage is only attributed to slab-to-slab 
pounding).  
The condition is that for constructional purposes, the first building (hereafter 
denoted as “K”) is in immediate contact with the other two (identified as “K1” 
and “K2”), thus, there is practically no separation gap. The assumption is also 
made that storey levels are at equal heights and that there is no shear slab 
penetration to the columns in contact (i.e. local damage is only attributed to 
slab-to-slab pounding). 
4.2 Building block case studied 
4.2.1 Design considerations 
The adopted case study, is based on a real building block of three adjacent, 
multi-storey RC buildings bi-laterally interacting as shown in Figure 4.1. The 
corner building “K” is assumed to be designed according to the European 
structural design code framework, that is, Eurocode 2 for RC buildings (CEN, 
2004b) in conjunction with Eurocode 8 for earthquake resistant design (CEN, 
2004a) and the Greek National Annex, for a (design) spectrum assuming peak 
ground acceleration of 0.16g, soil type “B”, ductility class high (DCH) and 
behaviour factor “q” equal to 3.0 (CEN, 2004a). Concrete grade was taken as 
C20/25 (compressive strength equal to 20N/mm2) and steel grade as S500 
(yielding strength 500Mpa). The modulus of elasticity of the reinforced 
concrete is taken equal to 29 GPa and its density is 25 kN/m3. 
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Figure 4.1: The considered three-building complex a) typical floor plan; b) 
locations of the potential pounding; c) illustration of the real case that is 
used as a basis of the examined case; and d) 3-Dimensional finite element 
model of the corner building “K”. 
4.2.2 Finite Element (FE) modelling assumptions 
Three distinct finite element models have been developed to scrutinize the 
effect of seismic pounding, i.e., one for “contact-free”, individual, buildings 
“K”, “K1”, “K2”, and a fourth FE model for the entire interacting complex as 
shown in Figure 1. The plan views showing the typical sizes of the various 
structural elements of the corner building K, and buildings K1 and K2 are 
depicted in figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.  
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Figure 4.2: Plan view of building K, depicting various dimensions (in meters) 
and structural element sizes (in centimetres). 
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Figure 4.3: Plan view of building K1 and K2 depicting various dimensions (in 
meters) and structural element sizes (in centimetres). 
The commercial FE software SAP2000® (CSI, 2012) has been used for all 
linear and non-linear analyses. Two-dimensional quadrilateral shell elements 
were used to model slabs and shear walls, while beams and columns were 
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Table 4.1:  Natural periods of the considered buildings. 



































Figure 4.4: Finite Element modelling assumptions for shear walls and cores 
and considered lumped plasticity moment-rotation law. 
Table 4.1 reports the first three natural periods of the three buildings 
considered along with a qualitative description of the corresponding mode 
shapes obtained by means of a standard modal analysis to the models for fixed 
based conditions. It is noted that all structures have a significant torsional 
mode. 
Further, fixed support conditions are adopted for all buildings implying that 
soil structure interaction (SSI) effects are negligible. This choice is justified: 
(1) partly by the fact that stiff soil conditions (soil type B according to 
Eurocode 8) are assumed in the definition of the design spectrum for which 
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SSI effect is less likely to be severe/important, and (2) partly by the recent 
work of Madani et al. (2015) in which it is concluded that the influence of SSI 
on storey shears and lateral displacements is significantly less important 
than pounding.  
4.2.3 Material Nonlinearity 
Inelastic material behaviour in flexure at all critical cross-sections of beams 
and columns is introduced by assuming lumped plasticity through rotational 
spring elements assigned at both ends of each frame element. A bilinear 
perfectly elasto-plastic moment–rotation (M-θ) relationship is assumed for 
each plastic hinge as shown in Figure 4.2c after appropriate computation of 
the corresponding moment-curvature (Μ-φ) relationships by means of 
standard fibre analysis with the program RCCOLA (Kappos, 1993). The 
plastic rotation 𝛩𝑝 is computed by the equation (Priestley, Seible and Calvi, 
1996) as follows: 
                                                      𝛩𝑝 = 𝐿𝑝(𝜑𝜃 − 𝜑𝑦)                                      (4.1) 
where 𝜑𝑢 and 𝜑𝑦 are the ultimate and yielding curvatures, respectively, 
determined from fibre analysis and plastic hinge length 𝐿𝑝 is given by: 
                                                𝐿𝑝 = 0.08𝐿 + 0.022𝑓𝑦𝑑                                     (4.2) 
In the above equation, 𝐿 is the distance from the critical section of the plastic 
hinge to the point of contraflexure, 𝑓𝑦 is the assumed yielding stress of the 
longitudinal reinforcement bars, and 𝑑 is the radius of the longitudinal 
reinforcement bars. The yield rotation 𝜃𝑦 is evaluated form the corresponding 
area in the curvature diagram, as 𝛩 = ∫ 𝜑𝑑𝑥, although the above procedure 
has been found to underestimate the actual 𝛩𝑦. In fact, the slope of the second 
branch of the 𝛭 − 𝛩 curve is higher than that of the 𝛭 − 𝜑 curve and is 
dependent on the rotational ductility factor 𝜇𝛩 (Kappos and Sextos, 2001). 
Nevertheless, the assumption is made that the yield rotation 𝛩𝑦 can be 
evaluated by the curvature diagram, thus, it is estimated as: 
                                                       𝛩𝑦 = 0.5𝜑𝑦𝐿                                              (4.3) 
The values of each property used in the calculation of the moment-rotation 
law (see Figure 4.4) derived from the corresponding moment-curvature 
relationships as described above, for each structural element, are reported in 
Appendix A. Shear walls and concrete cores are modelled by means of an 
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“equivalent central column” connected to the beams at the level of each floor 
using perfectly rigid virtual frame elements. This modelling strategy is 
necessary to allow for inelastic behaviour at the base of shear walls and cores 
which is assumed as a critical cross-section in the earthquake resistant design 
of coupled RC buildings. Bi-linear rotational spring elements, defined in the 
same manner as detailed above for the case of beams and columns, are 
introduced at their base to account for the potential formation of plastic 
hinges. A typical topology of this modelling is juxtaposed with the FE model 
used in the design phase of the K building in Figure 4.2 for the purpose of 
comparison. Special attention has been given to calibrate the model with the 
equivalent central columns to achieve similar modal properties with the FE 
models used in the design stage where shear walls and cores were explicitly 
modelled via 2D shell elements. 
4.2.4 Geometric Nonlinearity 
For the purposes of the present study, pounding is modelled using a uniaxial 
linear spring which is activated only under compression. To this aim, the 
built-in “gap” non-linear element of SAP2000 has been incorporated in the FE 
model combining all three buildings of the considered complex. Impact is 
assumed to take place at four locations at each floor level as shown in Figure 
4.1b. Assuming that the buildings are initially in contact, which is also the 
case of the actual building block used as the reference for this study (Figure 
4.1c), the pounding forces along the local longitudinal degree of freedom of 
each gap element can be expressed as follows 
                                               𝑓 =  {
𝑘𝑥, 𝑥 ≤ 0
                  ,
0,    𝑥 > 0
                                                (4.4) 
where k is the stiffness of the spring set equal to 107 kN/m and x is the relative 
displacement at the spring edges. It is noted that the adopted pounding model 
does not take into account contact friction and local energy dissipation during 
pounding (Anagnostopoulos, 2004; Jankowski, 2005; Mouzakis and 
Papadrakakis, 2004; Muthukumar and DesRoches, 2006), hence, it is 
assumed that pounding does not contribute to the dissipation of the input 
seismic (kinetic) energy and subsequently, it is inherently conservative in 
terms of peak response quantities. This is in alignment with the purposes of 
this study which seeks to “envelop” the pounding effect in terms of peak 
ductility demands following common earthquake resistance design 
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considerations, rather than to explicitly represent and model in absolute 
terms the complicated phenomenon of seismic pounding. 
4.3 Representation of seismic input action 
Earthquake ground motion is introduced through artificial accelerograms 
that are compatible with the Eurocode 8 response spectrum for the site of 
interest and are uniformly scaled for different levels of seismic intensity 
expressed in terms of PGA (i.e., 0 ≤ ag ≤ 1.0g at a step of 0.1g), in applying 
Incremental Dynamic Analysis (Vamvatsikos & Cornell, 2002). Given that in 
this study initially the record-to-record is ignored as previously discussed, the 
adoption of an artificial accelerogram has been preferred over a recorded one 
as it is easier to be generated and subsequently modified to match as closely 
as possible the response spectrum as discussed in Giaralis and Spanos (2009). 
The latter criterion (i.e., close spectral matching) is deemed more important 
than the use of a recorded accelerogram whose frequency content may be 
perhaps more physically meaningful. In subsequent numerical work aiming 
to study the effect of record-to-record variability onto structural performance 
under EISP sufficiently large numbers of judicially selected recorded ground 
motions are used as opposed to artificially generated ones.   
Further, the progressive scaling permits the gradual yielding of the structure 
with increasing intensity and the investigation of the effect of bi-directional 
building pounding to the extent and location of the induced damage. It is 
noted that although the spectral acceleration at the natural period of a 
structure is a widely used intensity measure (IM), it is PGA that is adopted 
herein, since the particular study involves three coupled buildings for which 
the fundamental period is not common. It is also reported that ground motion 
variability is deliberately not taken into explicit consideration in this study in 
order to draw some fundamental deterministic conclusions first, based on the 
Eurocode 8 (uniform hazard) target response spectrum.  
Two, equal intensity accelerograms, corresponding to the two principal 
directions of excitation (x-x, y-y), have been generated for each level of PGA 
using the wavelet-based stochastic approach detailed in (Giaralis and Spanos, 
2009) after close spectral matching along the entire period range of interest 
(Figure 4.3a). The adopted stochastic approach yields non-stationary in 
amplitude strong ground motion records compatible with a given design 
displacement (target) spectrum by means of a harmonic wavelet-based 
iterative procedure and a state-of-the-art baseline correction technique. The 
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approach does not account for non-stationarity in the frequency content of the 
ground motion. The latter consideration is addressed in the ensuing chapters 
by adopting large numbers of recorded GMs in conjunction with reduced 
complexity structural models.  
Pertinent statistical attributes of the inelastic seismic demands to the 
horizontal (beams) and the vertical (columns and shear walls) members at 
every floor of each structure are monitored for various scaling factors of the 
input seismic action. To directly illustrate the effect of pounding on the 
damage induced at the three buildings, the rotational ductility demand μθ at 
all distinct members of the three buildings is adopted as the principal 
Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP). The time-histories of the considered 
accelerograms are also shown in Figure 4.3b and 4.3c. 
Figure 4.5: a) EC8 spectrum and response spectra of spectrum compatible 
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4.4 Effect of bi-directional pounding on the inelastic 
demand distribution of three coupled buildings. 
Following the development of the 3D, coupled finite element model of the 
three adjacent buildings comprising the block, a series of 10 non-linear time-
history analyses were undertaken studying the dynamic response of both the 
bi-directionally interacting system and that of each individual building 
considered entirely uncoupled (i.e., as if the seismic joint was of infinite 
length). Then, seismic damage, expressed in terms of rotational ductility 
demand, was predicted for the adopted seismic scenario presented in section 
3, for the case of the linked (coupled) and unlinked (uncoupled) buildings, K, 
K1 and K2. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the variation of the average ductility demand at the base 
of the shear walls, the edge of the beams and the top and bottom of the 
columns at the ground floor of the seven-storey corner building “K”, with and 
without pounding and for increasing seismic intensity (PGA). It is seen that 
independently of seismic pounding, structural damage at the shear walls and 
the beams of the ground storey is first initiated approximately at a peak 
ground acceleration of approximately 0.15g, a fact which is consistent with 
the capacity design of the “K” building (i.e., beam yielding precedes column 
failure) and the acceptance of damage for the design earthquake through the 
adoption of a behaviour factor q=3.0. 
A second reasonable observation that is made is that, the effect of bi-
directional pounding to the rotational ductility demand of the ground floor 
shear walls and beams is increasing with increasing intensity. Furthermore, 
shear walls of the corner “K” building seem to be relieved at the ground floor 
due to its multiple pounding with “K1” and “K2”; in particular, the average 𝜇𝛩 
is reduced from 1.45 to 1.30 for the extreme case of ag = 1.0g. This is not the 
case though for beams which are critically affected by seismic pounding 
(Figure 4.4 middle). This effect is even more profound in Figure 4.5 where the 
detrimental influence on pounding to the beam damage is clearly seen at the 
5th, 6th and 7th storey. 
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Figure 4.6: Average ductility demand at the base of the shear walls (top), the 
edge of the beams (middle) and columns (bottom) of the ground floor for the 
corner building “K” with and without pounding and different levels of 
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Figure 4.7: Average ductility demand induced at the beams of the fifth 
(bottom), sixth (middle) and seventh floor(top) for the corner building “K”, 
with and without pounding and different levels of seismic intensity (PGA). 
In general, pounding effects do not significantly affect the seismic demands of 
the columns but this is primarily because seismic forces are resisted by the 
shear walls and the columns remain elastic even for high levels of PGA. To 
better visualize the interaction between the three buildings due to seismic 
pounding, a series of additional illustrations is presented in Figures 4.6 - 4.9 
highlighting the mean of the ductility demand ratio (i.e., Ε = μθ,linked/μθ,unlinked) 
as well as the standard deviation of this ratio, in all buildings, with and 
without pounding and for different levels of ground motion intensity (i.e., 0.5g 
and 0.9g). 
Focusing again on the 7-storey, corner building “K” it is also clearly seen that 
the vertical elements (Figures 4.6 and 4.8) are generally either relieved on 
average (i.e., ground floor members independently of PGA) or show a 
negligible increase in ductility demand that does not exceed 1% (ratio E<1.01). 
It is critical to notice though, that this effect is only observed on average, while 
the significant variation of the demand in individual structural members is 
essentially suppressed. For instance, there are many cases where the μ+σ of 
the rotational ductility demand ratio (μθ,linked/μθ,unlinked) is almost doubled 
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independently of the storey and the level of PGA examined. Similarly, the μ-
σ of the rotational demand ration, may well drop below 0.4. This is a clear 
indication of the significant effect of seismic pounding not only on absolute 
values of demand but particularly on the damage distribution, even in new 
buildings that are designed to modern seismic codes. 
The same observation is also valid for the beams of the corner building “K” 
where the discrepancy in ductility demand, with and without pounding, is 
indeed very high, even though on average, again, ductility demand is only 
increased by a mere 10%. 
Studying the side, lower, buildings “K1” and “K2” the above findings are also 
valid. 
 
Figure 4.8: Variation of inelastic demand (μ ± σ) due to structural pounding 
(columns, ag = 0.5 g). 
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Figure 4.9: Variation of inelastic demand (μ ± σ) due to structural pounding 
(beams, ag = 0.5 g). 
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Figure 4.10: Variation of inelastic demand (μ ± σ) due to structural pounding 
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Figure 4.11: Variation of inelastic demand (μ ± σ) due to structural pounding 
(beams, ag = 0.9 g). 
Again, on average, building “K2” is generally relieved (mean ratio E<1.00) in 
all structural members, in all storeys and independently of ground motion 
intensity. However, the inelastic demand discrepancy remains substantial 
and there are numerous structural members where the local ductility demand 
is either doubled or dropped by more than 50% due to bi-directional pounding 
with the corner building “K”. A close look at the result of building “K2” 
confirms once more the general trend of high structural response discrepancy. 
What is therefore seen from this analysis is that, in contrast to the simpler 
cases studied in the literature, where buildings are aligned along a straight 
line and the lower buildings experience the most critical impact of seismic 
pounding, the dynamics of a coupled building block in full bi-directional 
contact is much more complex and difficult to predict. It is also seen that there 
is no clear trend which can be attributed to the different height of the 
buildings, since the torsional coupled behavior of the three interacting 
buildings can critically affect both the high-rise and the lower buildings 
simultaneously and to the same extent. 
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4.5 Influence of strong ground motion severity 
It can be deduced from Figures 4.6 - 4.9 that, on average, pounding reduces 
ductility demands for all structural members and floors of the “K1” building, 
while it has a mixed effect for structural members of the of the “K2” building. 
Given that these two buildings are dominated by torsional response (see Table 
4.1) and that they experience “single-sided” pounding, an additional series of 
non-linear time-history analysis within the same IDA context as before have 
been performed to investigate the effect of directionality of the considered 
input ground motion. Specifically, a full set of results have been obtained 
having the strong ground motion component along X-X direction reversed. In 
Figure 4.10 representative results for the “K1” building are presented 
indicating that the directivity of the strong ground motion affects considerably 
the seismic demands of single-sided pounding. In particular, reversing the 
direction of the X-X ground motion component imposes higher ductility 
demands for the “K1” building when pounding occurs. This result further 
reinforces the previous remark on the complexity of the effects of pounding in 
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X-X component of Fig. 3(b) acting 
along the “positive” O-X axis of 
Figure 4.1a 
 X-X component of Fig. 3(b) acting along 
the “negative” O-X axis of Fig. 1(a) 
Figure 4.12: Average ductility demand of shear walls at the ground floor of 
building “K1”, with pounding (linked) and without pounding (un-linked) for 
different levels of seismic intensity (PGA). 
4.6 Closure 
A judicially chosen case study has been considered to illustrate the complex 
non-linear response of realistic building blocks, involving code-compliant RC 
buildings which are a) constructed in contact to under-designed, lower-rise, 
existing structures in metropolitan areas, b) located at the corner of a building 
stock, and c) are subject to bi-directional pounding due to torsion. Pertinent 
numerical data have been furnished to provide an insight as to what 
difference in terms of inelastic seismic demands (and consequently in terms 
of detailing) pounding would make in the design of new code-compliant RC 
buildings.  
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Specifically, a detailed numerical model of the coupled 3D, interactive 
building block was developed and the inelastic demand distribution 
(expressed in terms of rotational ductility demand μθ) was computed for all 
members of all buildings, with and without pounding and for different levels 
of seismic intensity. These results demonstrate a general average trend of 
reduced inelastic demands of vertical structural members in the lower floors 
of the 7-story building and relatively higher demands in the upper storeys 
when interaction between adjacent buildings takes place. The same is also 
seen on average for one of the two side buildings (“K1”) which shows a minor 
decrease in inelastic demand of both beams and columns. What is important 
to notice though, is that the discrepancy of the inelastic demand induced by 
seismic forces, with and without pounding, is significant: the mean plus one 
standard deviation of the ratio μθ,linked/μθ,unlinked is greater than 2.0 almost in 
all cases of buildings and members examined. This is deemed to be interesting 
evidence that the trends observed in the literature with respect to the 
pounding of buildings aligned in series are not necessarily visible in the case 
of complex blocks of buildings colliding bi-directionally. 
Nevertheless, it is noted that, purposely, due to the complexity of the adopted 
structural models, the influence of record-to-record variability of the strong 
ground motion to seismic pounding inelastic demands has not been accounted 
for. This issue is addressed systematically in the following two chapters 
within a PBEE framework. 
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This chapter, presents an analytical study based on the probabilistic 
framework described in Chapter 3, to assess the impact of EISP on the seismic 
performance of adjacent non-linear SDOF systems used as proxies of yielding 
building structures. More specifically, the study considers two impact models, 
namely a) the linear and b) the linear viscoelastic (Anagnostopoulos, 1988), to 
model the associated pounding forces during collisions. Then, a sensitivity 
study is performed by perturbing the impact element parameters (gap and 
impact element stiffness) in order to assess, the sensitivity of structural 
seismic performance on the contact element type and the perturbed 
parameters. 
The motivation of the herein study is presented in section 5.2, while section 
5.3 presents the characteristics and the properties of the considered building 
stock. Section 5.4 discusses the details of the adopted parametric study for the 
two considered impact element types. Further, section 5.5 presents the 
characteristics of the accelerograms of the ground motion suite and the 
mathematical formulation of the adopted novel IM that is used express the 
seismic intensity levels. Section 5.6 presents an analytical discussion on the 
results of the PSDA. Finally, section 5.7 presents a summary of the conclusion 
derived in this chapter.  
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5.2 Related Work and Motivation 
In EISP analytical case studies, the parameters of the selected contact 
models, adopt values that lie within “reasonable” ranges, established on the 
basis of numerical sensitivity studies (e.g. Anagnostopoulos, 1998; 
Anagnostopoulos and Spiliopoulos, 1992; Chau and Wei, 2001) or numerical 
iterations (Jankowski, 2005) and a limited number of experimental studies 
(e.g. Papadrakakis and Mouzakis, 1995, Filiatrault and Wagner, 1995; Chau 
et al., 2003). The later, confirmed that there is a sufficient agreement between 
analytical studies and experimental tests.  
Several past studies, investigated on the sensitivity of the seismic response 
on the impact element modelling parameters. In an early study 
(Anagnostopoulos, 1988) that assessed the impact of structural pounding 
between SDOF systems in a series configuration, pounding forces were 
introduced into the analysis by means of the linear viscoelastic pounding 
model. The SDOF systems were excited using five arbitrary selected recorded 
ground motions. It was reported that the displacement response was 
insensitive to changes in the stiffness and damping of the impact element. 
Therefore, he suggested that pounding between buildings can be studied 
without the need of an accurate knowledge of the impact element parameters. 
Further, based on the results of the sensitivity study, the author suggested 
that reasonable values for the stiffness and damping of the impact element 
are 20 times the stiffness of the stiffer adjacent SDOF system and a damping 
coefficient that is calculated based on a coefficient of reinstitution 𝑟 = 0.65 and 
Equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 (Chapter 2, §2.3.1.3 Contact Elements).  
In a similar study, Anagnostopoulos and Spiliopoulos, (1992) using the same 
collection of recorded ground motions, investigated the impact of structural 
pounding, modelled by the linear viscoelastic model on the seismic response 
of adjacent MDOF systems. It was concluded that the responses are more 
sensitive to the damping property of the impact element rather than its 
stiffness. However, the influence of the damping of the impact element on the 
displacement responses was negligible under the assumption of a reasonable 
adopted level of damping. In, (Chau and Wei, 2001) the authors studied a non-
linear Hertzian impact model to express collisions between two SDOF 
systems under harmonic base excitation. The authors reported that the 
maximum pounding velocity was very sensitive to the adopted contact law. 
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More recently, a comprehensive sensitivity study on the impact of EISP 
between two inelastic SDOF oscillators was undertaken utilising Monte Carlo 
simulations and Sobol’s method to derive sensitivity indexes (Crozet et al., 
2017). Further the adopted excitation was based on a wide band of artificially 
generated ground motions. It was found that the most influential parameters 
affecting the structural response were the frequency ratio and mass ratio 
between the two oscillators.  
Thus far, all sensitivity studies on the influence of EISP on the impact 
element parameters are based on a limited number of ground motions with 
an unknown seismic hazard level. To this extend, the study presented in this 
chapter adopts a probabilistic PBSA approach to establish the influence of the 
gap and the impact element stiffness and the energy dissipation on the 
seismic performance of two non-linear SDOF systems. Further, this study 
presents a comparison between the derived probabilistic models (fragility 
curves) that describe the structural vulnerability as a function of the seismic 
intensity. The objective is to quantify the degree of difference in the derived 
probabilistic models for the two adopted impact models.  
5.3 Adopted benchmark Structural models 
This study considers five Eurocode 8 compliant RC building frames shown in 
Figure 5.1. They were developed by Fardis (1994) as part of a calibration and 
assessment exercise of the current Eurocode 8 and extensively used in the 
literature as benchmark structures to study the potential of different seismic 
analysis tools (e.g. Mwafy and Elnashai, 2001; Papanikolaou and Elnashai, 
2005; Katsanos, et. al, 2014) as well as the response of contemporary code-
compliant buildings (e.g. Katsanos et al., 2014). The RC building frames 
represent different real-life seismic resistance systems (frame, shear wall and 
frame) with high and low ductility levels (based on the Eurocode 8 
classification) as well as different number of stories and overall height. They 
therefore observe significantly different dynamic properties (e.g. fundamental 
natural periods, mode shapes, etc).  
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Figure 5.1: Properties and geometric characteristics of the five adopted RC 
buildings frames. 
In (Katsanos, et. al., 2014), the N2 method (Fajfar and Gaspersic, 1996) 
relying on static inelastic (pushover) analysis has been considered to derive 
equivalent SDOF systems (Table 5.1) with a bilinear backbone curve (Figure 
5.2). The herein study, adopts the derived equivalent non-linear SDOF 
systems, in order to significantly reduce the computational time that is 
required to perform IDA based PSDA. The properties of the equivalent 
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Table 5.1:  Properties of the equivalent five non-linear SDOF systems (source:  
Katsanos, Sextos and Elnashai, 2014). 
The equivalent five non-linear SDOF systems were modelled in OpenSEES 
(McKenna et al, 2000) using a non-linear zero-length spring that follows a bi-
linear moment - rotation law and an elastic element (figure 5.2). Further, a 
5% Rayleigh damping is implemented.   
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Figure 5.2: a) Moment - Rotation bilinear backbone curve and b) non-linear 
SDOF systems modelled in OpenSEES with an elastic element and a zero-
length non-linear spring with a bi-linear Moment - Rotation law. 
The (bi-linear) pushover curves of the five non-linear SDOF systems are 
depicted in figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3: Pushover curves of the five adopted non-linear SDOF systems. 
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5.4 Cases of Pounding Model Parameters Considered 
The adopted cases of pounding model parameters are based on three pairs of 
two nonlinear SDOF systems (see Figure 5.4). The coupling always involves a 
non-linear SDOF system that correspond to a 12-strorey RC building frame 
and a non-linear SDOF system that corresponds to an 8-storey RC building 
frame. The selection intends to couple systems with out-of-phase oscillations 
in order to study EISP. The fundamental period ratios, the mass ratios and 
the elastic stiffness ratios for each considered pair of non-linear SDOF 
systems are depicted in Table 5.2.  
Table 5.2:  Period, mass and elastic stiffness ratios for the three adopted pairs 












T12-storey / T8-storey 
1.37 1.34 1.29 
Mass Ratio 
M12-storey / M8-storey 
1.15 1.25 1.61 
Elastic Stiffness Ratio 
Kel,12-storey / Kel,8-storey 
0.62 0.70 0.97 
The value of the initial separation distance (gap) is let to vary for both 
pounding/impact models considered, i.e., linear and linear viscoelastic 
pounding models as shown in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b, taking on values [0%, 
1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%] of the Eurocode 8 compliant 
Separation Distance (SD) (Equation 5.1) that is defined as the SRSS of the 
maximum inelastic displacements of the two oscillators. 
               𝑆𝐷 =  √𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑙.1,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
2 + 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑙.2,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
2               (5.1) 
Further, the impact element stiffness 𝐾𝑝 is let to take two different values for 
both pounding models considered, treated as the two extremes in order to 
investigate the influence of 𝐾𝑝 to the seismic response of the structures and 
to their fragilities. Following recommendations in Anagnostopoulos (1988), 
the highest value of the impact element stiffness, 𝐾𝑝
𝐻, is set equal to 20 times 
the pre-yielding stiffness of the stiffer SDOF system, while the lowest value 
is given as 𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 𝐾𝑝
𝐻/10.  
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The damping coefficient 𝐶, of the linear viscoelastic impact model as well as 
the stiffness of the secondary spring  𝐾𝑝
′  (see figure 5.4b) are kept constant. 
The damping coefficient 𝐶 is set constant since this study focuses on the 
influence of the presence or not, of energy dissipation in RHA and its exact 
value is not deemed important (Anagnostopoulos, 1988). The value of 𝐾𝑝
′  is set 
as  𝐾𝑝
′ =  𝐾𝑝𝑋10
3 and it is derived via sensitivity analysis that showed no 
impact on the RHA results for a 𝐾𝑝
′  up to this value. 
The adopted value of the damping coefficient 𝐶 is derived based on a 
coefficient of reinstitution of 𝑟 = 0.5 and equations 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10. The value 
of the coefficient of reinstitution that is typically adopted in the literature, 
ranges between 0.5 (e.g. Anagnostopoulos and Spiliopoulos, 1992) and 0.65 
(e.g. Anagnostopoulos, 1988).  
 
Figure 5.4: Modelling pounding forces by means of the a) linear contact model 
and b) linear viscoelastic pounding model, for pounding between two bodies 
with masses M1 and M2 and corresponding stiffnesses K1 and K2. 
The parameter combinations (gap and 𝐾𝑝) for the case of modelling pounding 
forces via the linear pounding model are shown in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3:  List of the considered cases with the adopted values of the 












Gap =  
[0%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 
25%,50, 100% of SD] 
𝐾𝑝
𝐻= 591297.6 kN 𝐾𝑝
𝐻 = 523124.1 kN 𝐾𝑝
𝐻 = 319573.8 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 59129.76 kN 𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 52312.41 kN 𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 31957.38 kN 
The parameter combinations (gap and 𝐾𝑝) for the case of modelling pounding 
forces via the linear visco-elastic pounding model are shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4:  List of the considered cases with the adopted values of the 



















𝐻 = 591297.6 kN 
C = 4357477 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 591297.6X103 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐻 = 523124.1 kN 
C = 4013580 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 523124.1X103 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐻 = 319573.8 kN 
C = 2871917 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 319573.8X103 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 59129.76 kN 
C = 4357477 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 591297.6X103 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 52312.41 kN 
C = 4013580 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 523124.1X103 kN 
𝐾𝑝
𝐿 = 31957.38 kN 
C = 2871917 Ns/m 
Kp’ = 319573.8X103 kN 
For each combination in  Table 5.3 and Table 5.4, a PSDA based on IDA and 
a suite of 72 accelerograms is performed, summing a total of 77760 non-linear 
RHAs. As discussed in Chapter 3 (§3.2 Incremental Dynamic Analysis), the 
adjacent non-linear SDOF systems, are driven along their full response range 
(from elastic, to inelastic up until their ultimate displacement (see Table 5.1)). 
The adopted scaling scheme is based on the track and fill algorithm described 
in (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2004). The algorithm increases geometrically 
the intensity scaling factor to rapidly detect the collapse intensity range 
(tracking phase). Them through iteration, the collapse seismic intensity is 
bracketed with higher accuracy (bracketing phase). Finally, the algorithm 
“fills” the response curve through multiple RHA at lower seismic intensity 
levels. Herein, the algorithm terminates under the condition that one of the 
two oscillators has reached its ultimate displacement limit. In that case, both 
oscillators are assumed to have failed.    
Further, as discussed in Chapter 3 the third stage of the PBEE framework 
(stage three damage analysis) requires suitably selected performance metrics 
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(limit states) that correlate well with damage. In this study, the full response 
range in terms of static pushover curves for each non-linear SDOF system is 
known. To this extend, this study adopts two limit states that relate to light 
and severe damage levels. The light damage limit state is defined as the 120% 
of the yield displacement. The severe damage limit state is defined as the 80% 
(near collapse) of the ultimate displacement. Both the limit states lie within 
the non-linear response range of the non-linear SDOF systems. 
Table 5.5:  Adopted displacement limit states for each considered pair of 
SDOF systems corresponding to light and severe damage. 
 
Displacement Limit State 
corresponding to light 
damage 
(m) 
Displacement Limit State 






12RFDCH 8SWDCH 12RFDCH 8SWDCH 




12RFDCH 8WDCL 12RFDCH 8WDCL 




12RFDCL 8IFDCH 12RFDCL 8IFDCH 
0.428 0.344 1.505 1.021 
 
5.5 Selected IM and Ground Motion Suite 
5.5.1 Record selection and scaling 
Typically, structural design scenarios involve a collection of ground motions 
scaled to a site-specific seismic hazard scenario or the structures are excited 
under a limited number of ground motions (e.g. EC8 guidelines requires seven 
accelerograms) (Katsanos et. al., 2014). However, given that this study 
essentially corresponds to a sensitivity analysis on the initial separation 
distance and the stiffness of the impact model, the selected accelerograms are 
selected in order to represent a collection with a broad range of seismological 
criteria such as the magnitude, rapture mechanism, amplitude and the 
frequency content. (see Figure 5.5). The adopted accelerograms are listed in 
table B.1 of Appendix B. Figure 5.5 depicts the magnitude versus the distance 
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of the considered accelerograms in the ground motion suite. It can be seen 
that the points on the Mw, R plane are sufficiently spread. 
 
Figure 5.5: Plots of the a) Magnitude Mw vs the Distance R for the all the 
accelerograms in the adopted ground motion suite. 
5.5.2 A proposed IM for EISP case studies  
In EISP studies, the seismic intensity is typically expressed in terms of the 
PGA (e.g. Polycarpou and Komodromos, 2010; Efraimiadou et al., 2013). This 
is because the most commonly used structure-specific IM which is well known 
to be more efficient that PGA, namely the Sa(T1) is not well-defined for a 
system of two or more structures with different Sa(T1)s that interact. In this 
regard, the geometric mean (𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎) is herein proposed to be used as 
structure-specific IM for K interacting structures. 
It is noted that the latter IM has been shown to be more efficient that the 
Sa(T1) for seismic performance assessment of single (non-pounding) 
structures especially in near collapse limit states (see e.g. Vamvatsikos and 
Cornell, 2005 and Kohrangi et al., 2017 and references therein) as it accounts 
for higher modes of vibration as well as apparent period elongation 
phenomena of MDOF yielding structures (see e.g. Katsanos et al. 2014; 
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Thus, this study adopts the geometric mean which in the case of two 
interacting structures is expressed as: 
                                      𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 =  √𝑆𝑎1,𝑇1,5%𝑥𝑆𝑎2,𝑇2,5%                                    (5.2) 
Expressing the seismic intensity levels in terms of the 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 during post-
processing, adds additional information regarding the fundamental 
frequencies of the interacting structures. Mathematically, the 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 
represents the central tendency of the linear pseudo-spectral acceleration 
values of the coupled system. Therefore, it can potentially account for shifts 
in the fundamental frequencies of the interacting structures that occur within 
their inelastic response range.  
In the case of the independent vibration of the adjacent structures that 
typically serves as a performance benchmark for the coupled case, the 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 
can be practically introduced during the statistical characterization of the 
structural responses by assuming the uncoupled structures as a coupled 
system that exhibits an initial separation distance that tends to infinity.    
5.6 Numerical Results and Discussion 
This section, presents the results of the IDA based PSDA and discusses on the 
derived fragility curves for all three considered pairs of non-linear SDOF 
systems. 
5.6.1 Uncoupled Response 
Figures 5.6 to 5.7 depict the IDA curves and the distributions of the seismic 
intensity levels at which the exceedance of the two adopted limit states occurs, 
for the case of the uncoupled response of the 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF 
systems. The presented figures are indicative of the general trends observed. 
The complete set of figures that consider all three pairs of inelastic SDOF 
systems is included in Appendix C.  
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Figure 5.6: IDA curves and distributions of the seismic intensity levels at 
which the exceedance of the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state (light 
damage) occurs - Uncoupled response of the 12RFDCH SDOF system - 𝜇 
and 𝜎 are the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal 
distribution that corresponds to the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = GM. 
 
Figure 5.7: IDA curves and distributions of the seismic intensity levels at 
which the exceedance of the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state (severe 
damage) occurs - Uncoupled response of the 12RFDCH SDOF system - 𝜇 
and 𝜎 are the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal 
distribution that correspond the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = GM. 
Figure 5.8, shows the fragility curves for the uncoupled response of all non-
linear SDOF oscillators for the two considered limit states. It is noted that for 
all fragility models that are presented in this study, the seismic intensity is 
expressed in terms of the 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 since it is found to reduce the spread of the 
IDA curves for all the cases considered in this study (see Figures in Appendix 
C). Further, the parameters (𝜇 and 𝜎) of the lognormal fit that are reported 
presented in the figures is derived via the Matlab software package. 
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Figure 5.8: Fragility curves for the uncoupled response of the five non-linear 
SDOF systems for the two limit states that correspond to light and severe 
damage. 
The 12RFDCH SDOF system (classified as high ductility) presents lower 
fragility levels than the 12RFDCL (classified as low ductility) for the light 
damage limit state (0.427 m and 0.428 m correspondingly). The opposite is 
observed for the severe damage limit state due to the differences in the value 
of the limit state for the two oscillators (1.441 m and 1.505 m).  
Fragility curves that are associated with the 8-storey equivalent SDOF 
systems present a mixed picture, due to significant differences in their limit 
state values. However, it can be easily observed that the 8WDCL system 
corresponds to the most fragile SDOF system. Although the fragility curve of 
the 8IFDCH SDOF systems for the light damage limit state is located to the 
right of the fragility curve of the 8WDCH SDOF system, the limit state value 
(for light damage) of the 8WDCL SDOF system is significantly higher that the 
corresponding limit state of the 8IFDCH (0.658 m vs 0.344m). 
5.6.2 Coupled Response Time Histories 
5.6.3 IDA Curves of Interacting Oscillators with Zero Gap 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 depict the IDA curves and the distributions of the seismic 
intensity levels at which the exceedance of the two adopted limit states, 
indicative only for the 8SWDCH inelastic oscillator for the case of pounding 
between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH with zero initial separation and maximum 
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value of the linear impact element stiffness. The full set of plots for the 
coupled response for all the considered case studies is shown in Appendix C.  
 
Figure 5.9:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of the 
0.338 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = GM. 
 
Figure 5.10: Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of the 
0.962 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = GM. 
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It can be readily observed that the expressing the seismic intensity in terms 
of 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 results in a significant reduction on the spread of the IDA curves.  
5.6.4 Impact of Gap on Fragility Curves of Interacting 
Oscillators 
Figure 5.11 and 5.12 depict indicative the fragility curves for pounding 
between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH inelastic SDOF systems for various gap 
sizes.   
 
Figure 5.11: Fragility curves of the 12RFDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and light damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH - Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding 
model. 
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Figure 5.12:  Fragility curves of the 8SWDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and light damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH - Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding 
model. 
It can be observed, that as the gap size increases from zero up to 0.46 m (10% 
of SD), the fragility of the 12RFDCH oscillator increases as well (see Figure 
5.11). The opposite is observed for the stiffer 8SWDCH oscillator (see Figure 
5.12) where the fragility of the oscillator decreases as the size of the gap 
increases for up to a value of 0.46 m (10% of SD). In fact, for gap sizes larger 
than 25% of the SD, fragility curves of both oscillators gradually convergence 
to the benchmark fragility curve (that corresponds to the uncoupled response). 
Thus, pounding has an increasingly detrimental impact on the more flexible 
12RFDCH oscillator and an increasingly beneficial impact on the stiffer 
8SWDCH for gap sizes up to 25% of SD. Therefore, the case of initial contact 
between the two oscillators does not represent the worst-case scenario. This 
is due to the larger magnitude of the pounding forces (see figures 5.13 and 
5.14) for as the gap increases for up to 25% of SD despite the fact that the two 
oscillators tend to collide fewer times (see Figures 5.15 and 5.16). 
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Figure 5.13:  Contour plot of the magnitude of pounding forces (units MN) per 
ground motion and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH SDOF oscillators with gap = 0% of SD. 
 
 
Figure 5.14: Contour plot of the magnitude of pounding forces (units MN) per 
ground motion and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH SDOF systems with gap = 10% of SD. 
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Figure 5.15:  Contour plot of the number of pounding events per ground 
motion and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH 
SDOF systems with gap = 0% of SD. 
 
Figure 5.16: Contour plot of the number of pounding events per ground motion 
and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF 
systems with gap = 10% of SD. 
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 depict indicative the Fragility Curves for the severe 
damage limit state for the 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH oscillators. It is shown 
that at higher intensity levels, fragility curves follow the same trends.  
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Figure 5.17:  Fragility curves of the 12RFDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and severe damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH - Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding 
model. 
 
Figure 5.18: Fragility curves of the 8SWDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and severe damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8SWDCH - Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding 
model. 
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5.6.5 Impact of Kp on Fragility Curves 
Figures 5.19 and 5.20, show the fragility curves for the 12RFDCL and 
8IFDCH inelastic oscillators for the case of the third pair of SDOF systems 
with pounding forces modelled by means of the linear pounding model and 
considering the light damage LS. In addition, Figures 5.21 and 5.22, show the 
fragility curves for the same case studies but considering the severe damage 
LS. The value of Kp takes both maximum and minimum values for the various 
gap sizes in order to assess the influence of the Kp parameter. 
 
Figure 5.19: Fragility curves of the 12RFDCL inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and light damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH 
- Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding model. 
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Figure 5.20:  Fragility curves of the 8IFDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and light damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH 
- Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding model. 
 
Figure 5.21: Fragility curves of the 12RFDCL inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and severe damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCL and 
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Figure 5.22: Fragility curves of the 8IFDCH inelastic oscillator for various 
gap sizes and light damage LS - Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH 
- Pounding forces modelled in terms of the linear pounding model. 
It is observed that for the light damage limit state the Kp parameter has a 
greater impact on the fragility of both oscillators (see Figures 5.19 and 5.20). 
In contrast, the impact of the Kp parameter on the fragility curves that 
correspond to the severe damage LS is less significant (see figures 5.21 and 
5.22). The insignificance of Kp at higher intensity levels seems initially 
counter-intuitive. However, as it is shown in Figure 5.23 and 5.24, the 
interaction/pounding between the two oscillators is much more frequent at 
lower intensity levels.  
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Figure 5.23: Contour plot of the number of pounding events per ground motion 
and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF 
systems with gap = 0% of SD. 
 
Figure 5.24: Contour plot of the number of pounding events per ground motion 
and seismic intensity. Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF 
systems with gap = 5% of SD. 
This observed phenomenon of the more frequent interactions at lower seismic 
intensity levels, is attributed to the fact that interactions at high seismic 
intensity levels between the non-linear SDOF systems, lead to the shift of the 
equilibrium of one or both oscillators. Therefore, the oscillations after that 
shift occur about the new equilibrium. This is illustrated in Figure 5.25 that 
shows the displacement response histories of the 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH non-
linear SDOF oscillator subjected to pounding for a low and a high seismic 
intensity level. It is clear (figure 5.25b) that both oscillators after about 7 
seconds of interaction oscillate about new equilibriums and the interaction is 
lost. 
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Figure 5.25:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH. Displacement 
response histories for both oscillators with zero initial separation 
distance and Kp=high. a) seismic intensity at 0.12 g (GM) and b) 
seismic intensity at 0.87 g (GM). 
After a visual inspection of the above fragility curves, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
a) Light damage limit state 
• For initial separation distances below 25% of the code defined 
separation distance, the impact element stiffness significantly affects 
the SDOF fragilities of both oscillators. That can be attributed to the 
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increase of the number of collisions due to a smaller initial stand-off 
distance. 
• In contrast, initial separation distances above 25% of the code defined 
separation distance, results in fragility curves that lie within the 
proximity of the fragility curve that corresponds to the uncoupled 
response. 
• The fragility of the stiffer oscillator is reduced. In contrast, the fragility 
of the more flexible oscillator is increased. 
• The value of the Kp parameter of the herein considered pounding 
models has a significant impact on the fragility curves for low to 
moderate seismic intensity levels.   
• Energy dissipation during impact does not significantly affect the 
shape of the fragility curves.  
• All fragility curves, show a strong tendency to converge to the 
benchmark fragility curve that corresponds to the uncoupled response 
as the initial separation distance is increased. 
b) Severe damage limit state 
• Fragility curves for the various initial separation distances lie on both 
sides of the benchmark fragility curve (uncoupled response). However, 
the location of the fragility curve at an initial separation distance lies 
at the opposite side of the corresponding fragility curve of the other 
oscillator. Therefore, if pounding has a beneficial impact on one 
oscillator, then it has a detrimental impact on the other one.  
• The impact element stiffness (𝐾𝑝 = ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and 𝐾𝑝 = low) parameter has 
an impact on the shape of the fragility curves. This is due to the higher 
magnitude of the pounding forces due to the increased seismic intensity 
levels. 
• The type of the impact element has a visible impact on the shape of the 
fragility curves for the severe damage limit state. However, the impact 
will be quantified in detail in the next section. 
• Fragility curves show a weaker tendency to convert to the benchmark 
fragility curve that corresponds to the uncoupled response. 
5.6.6 Influence of Energy Dissipation During Collisions 
In this section, the impact of the dissipation of energy during collisions on the 
seismic fragility of the non-linear SDOF systems, is quantified by means of 
percentage differences between the parameters of the derived seismic fragility 
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models. The percentage differences between the mean and the standard 
deviation reported hereafter are defined as: 
            𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟− 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑋100                 (5.3) 
                       𝑆𝑡𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟− 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑋100                (5.4) 
where 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐, 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 are 
the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) parameters of the lognormal fit of the 
linear and linear viscoelastic pounding models correspondingly. The μ and σ 
parameters are reported in the figures of Appendix C.  
Figure 5.26 depict indicative for the case of pounding between 12RFDCH and 
8WDCL, the percentage differences of the mean and standard deviation of the 
lognormal distributions as a function of the initial separation distance. The 
percentage differences are calculated and compared for the two considered 
impact models (linear and linear visco-elastic) and for the upper and lower 
bound values of the impact element stiffness 𝐾𝑝 (𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝑙𝑜𝑤). 
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Figure 5.26: Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - light 
damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility models of 
the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation 
distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models for the two 
adopted contact models as a function of initial separation distance c) 
percentage difference between the mean values of the two adopted contact 
models as a function of the initial separation distance and b) percentage 
difference between the standard 
Table 5.6 summarizes the upper and lower bounds of the percentage 
differences for the mean and the standard deviation values for the two 
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Table 5.6:  Summary of the upper and lower bounds (max and min) of the 
percentage differences of the mean and the standard deviation values for 
the two adopted limit states (light damage/severe damage). 
  Mean 














0.8%/0.6% 0.4%/0.0% 8.9%/14.2% 2.2%/13.8% 
Lower 
bound 





+1.4%/+1.8% +0.9%/+2.1% 6.2%/3.8% 2.32%/1.6% 
Lower 
bound 










1.5%/1.5% 1.6%/2.4% 13.4%/7.0% 3.7%/5.2% 
Lower 
bound 





1.7%/1.9% 0.7%/2.3% 18.4%/8.0% 5.1%/6.0% 
Lower 
bound 
-1.8%/-3.7% -0.7%/-2.9% -5.5%/-9.5% -12.2%/-4.8% 









1.4%/2.9% 2.1%/1.9% 5.6%/5.1% 10.2%/6.7% 
Lower 
bound 





0.6%/3.8% 1.6%/1.2% 6.2%/19.1% 13.1%/7.8% 
Lower 
bound 
-0.2%/-4.5% -0.6%/-4.1% -2.0%/-5.9% -3.9%/-5.9% 
The percentage difference for the mean shape parameter of the fragility 
curves for all oscillators and for all initial separation distances remains 
bounded between +2.1% and -1.8% for the light damage limit state and +3.8% 
and -4.5% for the severe damage limit state. The corresponding bounds for the 
standard deviation are +18.4% and -12.2% and +19.1% and -17.4% for the 
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light and severe damage limit states correspondingly. Thus, it can be 
concluded that the impact of the contact element type is more significant at 
high seismic intensity levels, however the difference remains relatively low. 
5.6.7 Impact of Energy Dissipation on The Number of Pounding 
Events and Magnitude of Pounding Forces 
This section, presents indicative a contour plot of the number of pounding 
events and the magnitudes of the developing pounding forces for each ground 
motion and seismic intensity levels for the case of pounding between 
12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems with zero gap and pounding forces 
modelled via the linear pounding model with 𝐾𝑝
𝐻. The contour plots are 
generated via linear interpolation between the data points. The full set of 
contour plots for all three pairs of inelastic SDOF systems for the case of zero 
initial separation distance is shown in Appendix F.  
 
Figure 5.27:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = High a) Contour plot of the number of 
pounding events per ground motion and intensity level b) Contour plot pf 
the magnitude of the pounding forces per ground motion and intensity 
level.   
The durations of the ground motions are depicted in Figure 5.28. It can be 
readily observed that there is a good correlation between the duration of the 
ground motions and the number of pounding events.  
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Figure 5.28: Duration of the 72 ground motions considered in this study. 
A visual inspection of the contour plots that depicts the information on the 
number of pounding events and the magnitudes of the pounding forces, leads 
to the following conclusions: 
• Pounding forces modelled by means of the linear pounding model exhibit 
higher magnitudes that those modeled by the linear visco-elastic 
pounding model. This is due to the energy that is dissipated during 
collisions via the viscous damper of the linear visco-elastic pounding 
model. 
• Contour plots of both the pounding force magnitude and the number of 
pounding events follow similar trends for the two considered impact 
models. Therefore, the impact element type does not have a significant 
impact on the distribution of the number of collisions and the magnitude 
of the developing pounding forces. 
• The number of pounding events have a good correlation with the duration 
of ground motions.  
5.7 Closure 
This study, considered a building stock of five code-compliant inelastic RC 
building frames to assess the influence of the impact element stiffness, the 
initial separation distance and the dissipation of energy on their seismic 
performance. The seismic performance is assessed within the context of PBEE 
that readily accounts for the record-to-record variability, which has not been 
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addressed thus far in the literature for seismic pounding case studies. Five 
computationally efficient, and equivalent to the five code-compliant RC 
building frames are used in three pairs in order to perform PSDA for the 
carious combination considered herein. The PSDA analysis is based on IDA 
and a suite of 72 far-field ground motions. Seismic intensity is expressed in 
terms of a proposed IM termed as 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎, that is found to be more efficient 
that the PGA that is typically used in EISP studies. The proposed IM, can 
account for shift and elongation phenomena of the fundamental periods 
observed within the inelastic response.   
In this study, it is shown that: 
• Pounding has a significant impact on the shape of the fragility curves 
for an initial separation distance up to 25% of the code specified 
(Eurocode 8) minimum required distance. 
• The impact element stiffness is more influential at high intensity 
levels. However, the difference on the shape parameters of the fragility 
curves for the two herein considered extreme values, is very low. 
• The adoption of the linear visco-elastic pounding model for the 
modelling of pounding forces results in differences in the shape 
parameters of the fragility curves. However, to the opinion of the 
author these differences are small and therefore, the linear pounding 
model represents an attractive pounding modelling technique, 
especially for lower seismic intensity levels  
• The number of pounding events at higher intensity levels is reduced as 
one or both of the SDOF systems oscillate about a new point of 
equilibrium. Therefore, at high levels of seismic intensity, the two 
systems tend to collide within the first few seconds of the seismic 
excitation and then experience very few or zero pounding events. Thus, 
severe damages at high intensity levels are more likely to occur due to 
the capacity exceedance of elements rather than on the increase of the 
seismic demand due to pounding.    
• The number of pounding events depends mainly on the duration of the 
ground motion excitation.  
• The magnitude and the number of the pounding events depends mainly 
on the value of the impact element stiffness rather than on the type of 
the adopted pounding model type.  
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The results presented in this study, are based on simple SDOF systems and 
therefore this work does not cover all aspects of structural pounding which is 
a highly complex phenomenon. Adopting higher complexity models will allow 
to consider factors such as the spatial distribution of the pounding forces along 
the building heights as well as the inelastic demand distributions due to 
pounding across all structural elements.   
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Chapter 6                      
Probabilistic Seismic 
Performance Assessment of 
Adjacent RC Building Frames 




In this chapter, the PBSA approach introduced in Chapter 5 is further 
implemented to study the impact of EISP on the seismic performance of 
two RC planar building frames.  
One contribution of this chapter is the utilization of PBSA to assess the 
influence of structural pounding on the seismic performance of inelastic 
multi-storey structures modelled as nonlinear MDOF systems in the 
context of PBEE framework. More specifically, the adopted approach 
considers multiple seismic hazard scenarios and derives probabilistic 
predictions by means of fragility curves derived by using 25 recorded GMs. 
These curves can be readily combined with seismic hazard curves in 
conducting seismic risk/vulnerability analysis of adjacent buildings subject 
to pounding(see e.g., Rossetto and Elnashai, 2005). Herein, the proposed 
IM in Eq. (5.2) is adopted to develop fragility curves and limit states away 
from collapse are considered being more representative for the case of 
modern code-compliant structures.  
Note that most studies of EISP addressing code-compliant structures 
modelled as inelastic MDOF systems consider a single level of seismic 
performance (e.g. ultimate design limit) and adopt code-specific uniform-
hazard response spectrum (e.g., Efraimiadou et al 2013). In this context, 
seismic action is often represented through considering spectrum 
compatible response-histories corresponding to a single IM/seismic hazard 
level which does not provide accurate estimates of seismic risk in colliding 
structures as discussed in Barbato and Tubaldi (2013) . Further, even in 
cases where multiple seismic hazard levels are considered in examining 
EISP effects to inelastic response of multi-storey structures, a limited 
number of GMs are considered and neither statistical characterisation of 
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record-to-record variability is pursued nor fragility curves are developed 
(e.g. Favvata, 2017).  
Importantly, the herein presented study is based on two of the 5 RC 
building frames considered in Chapter 5 (§5.2 Structural Modelling 
Assumptions). Thus, the availability of the equivalent non-linear SDOF 
systems provides the opportunity to quantify the influence of the adopted 
modelling complexity on the accuracy of the derived probabilistic seismic 
performance assessment of the adjacent structures subjected to pounding. 
The comparison of statistics of inelastic response demands of equivalent 
nonlinear SDOF systems with nonlinear MDOF systems is a second major 
contribution of this chapter. 
6.2 Structural modeling assumptions 
The two adopted RC buildings frames (Figure 6.1) have been studied in the 
past in (Fardis, 1994), (Mwafy and Elnashai, 2001), (Papanikolaou and 
Elnashai, 2005) and (Katsanos et al., 2014). They represent modern 
seismic resistance systems (frame and shear wall - frame systems for the 
twelve and eight storey buildings correspondingly) with equivalent levels 
of seismic safety (high ductility class - EC8 classification).  
Each frame is modelled in OpenSEES (McKenna et al, 2000) using 
nonlinear force-based distributed plasticity elements for all structural 
elements. Shear walls are modelled by means of equivalent column 
elements. Material non-linearity for concrete, reinforcement steel and 
contact elements, is introduced by means of OpenSEES built-in uniaxial 
material models. The force-deformation laws of these uniaxial materials 
are depicted in Figure 6.2, and the range of values of the material model 
parameters, are reported in table 6.1.  The mass is lumped at the structural 
nodes that exhibit three degrees of freedom. Permanent and live loads are 
considered to be 2.0 𝐾𝑁/𝑚 and the buildings are assumed to be supported 
on soil class B.  
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Figure 6.1: Designations and dimensions of the two herein adopted RC 
buildings, assumed to be in initial contact. Slab to slab pounding is 
modelled by means of the linear visco-elastic pounding model. 
The OpenSEES numerical models were calibrated against the 
corresponding static pushover curves reported in (Katsanos et al., 2014). 
Model transfer between FEA software and the subsequent calibration 
process is a non-trivial task that depends on many parameters (e.g. 
element and material formulations, numerical integration techniques etc). 
The derived static pushover curves from the herein developed nonlinear 
distributed plasticity models are compared to those reported in Figure 6.3 
(Katsanos et al., 2014). Note that the latter have been derived using 
lumped plasticity model in Zeus (Elnashai et al, 2002) and were the ones 
used in defining the equivalent SDOF systems used in the previous 
Chapter. Overall, a reasonably close approximation of the two sets of 
pushover curves is achieved which, further establishes a fair comparison 
between fragilities derived from pounding/interacting equivalent SDOF 
systems in Chapter 5 and the MDOF ones considered in this chapter.  
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Figure 6.2: a) Force deformation model for RC beams, columns and shear 
walls (OpenSEES concrete02 uniaxial material) b) Force - deformation 
relationship for the contact element (OpenSEES ElasticPPGap uniaxial 
material) c) Force deformation model for the reinforcement steel 
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Table 6.1 Values of the various material properties used in the modelling 













12RFDCH 33-37 0.0067 12 - 25 0.020 - 0.035 2.6 2.0X103 








12RFDCH 585 - 2000 200 0.0085 - 0.017 
8SWDCH 585 - 1500 200 0.0085 - 0.017 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Static pushover curves of the 2D RC buildings frames 
juxtaposed the target prototype idealized bi-linear pushover curve a) 
12RFDCH and b) 8SWDCH building. 
Both buildings are regular in height with a constant floor height of 3.0 m. 
To this extend, pounding is assumed to occur only between floor slabs. 
Further, pounding forces are modelled by means of the linear viscoelastic 
pounding elements initially proposed in (Anagnostopoulos, 1988). This 
contact element accounts for energy dissipation during collisions and is 
activated only when the relative distance between each floor is zero. An 
adaptive time step that varies between 5𝑋10−4sec up to 1𝑋10−5sec is 
adopted as a compromise between performance and accuracy. Further, test 
runs indicated that a smaller time-step has an insignificant impact on the 
imposed seismic demands. 
The adopted values for the stiffness of the linear spring is based on the 
floor stiffnesses calculated based on (Caterino et al., 2013) and its values is 
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𝐾 =  3.92𝑋109 N (parameter E in Figure 6.2 b) (Anagnostopoulos, 1988). 
The damping coefficient 𝐶 is calculated based on Equations 7.3 and eq.4 
(Anagnostopoulos, 2004) with a value of 745142.8 𝑁 𝑠/𝑚.  
6.3 Selected IM and ground motion suite 
6.3.1  Record selection and scaling  
Eurocode 8 compliant assessment of inelastic structural response of code-
compliant structures involves the use of a small number of accelerograms 
(usually 7) scaled to match the linear Eurocode 8 response spectrum (see 
e.g., Giaralis and Spanos 2009). The average inelastic demands is used to 
quantify seismic performance. In this regard, most EISP studies 
addressing code-compliant adjacent interacting multi-storey buildings 
modelled as nonlinear MDOF structures represent the seismic action by 
means of small suites of spectrum compatible GMs either artificial as 
discussed in section 4.3 (e.g., Efraimiadou et al. 2013 uses 6 artificial 
spectrum compatible accelerograms) or recorded (e.g., Favvata 2017 
considers 7 recorded GMs). In the latter work, the spectrum compatible 
recorded GMs are scaled to three different intensities to span different 
seismic hazard levels. In other cases, (e.g., Abdel Raheem 2014), small 
number of non-spectrum compatible GMs are considered. 
Nevertheless, representation of the seismic action using such a small 
number of GMs can only adequately quantify the mean inelastic demands, 
while higher number of GMs is required to capture record-to-record 
variability (see e.g., Vega et al. 2009). To this aim, herein a subset of 25 
far-field recorded GMs out of the 72      
used in Chapter 6 in conjunction with nonlinear SDOF pounding 
structures, are utilized (see section 5.5.1). This subset spans a broad range 
of seismological parameters such as the magnitude, rupture mechanism, 
amplitude, and frequency content as shown in Figure 6.4. As discussed in 
section 1.2, the reason for adopting a reduced number of GMs in 
performing NRHA for MDOF pounding structures is to contain 
computational time within reasonable scales. IDA is undertaken with GM 
scaling limit of 1.0 𝑔 (𝑃𝐺𝐴) as the main focus herein is on light damage 
limit states away from collapse of practical interest to code-compliant 
structures.  
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of ground motions in a) PGA - Mw space (b) PGA 
- R space (c) Mw - R space and (d) the pseudo spectral accelerations of 
the adopted ground motion suite (table 6.1). 
Table 6.2:  Ground motions used in the study and related information 
(PEER-NCA, Chiou et al). 




























































6.36 246.07 29.48 0.262 D 
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Hector 7.13 726.0 11.66 0.265 C 
a According to the NEHRP site classification: Site class 𝐴 ( 𝑣𝑠,30 ≥ 1500 𝑚/𝑠), Site class 𝐵 
(760 𝑚/𝑠 ≤ 𝑣𝑠,30 ≥ 1500 𝑚/𝑠), Site class C (360 𝑚/𝑠 ≤ 𝑣𝑠,30 ≥ 760 𝑚/𝑠), Site class 𝐷 
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6.4 Numerical results and discussion 
As discussed, pounding occurs between floor slabs and therefore there is 
no risk of column shearing. In this case, pounding forces can cause local 
damages at the areas of contact and high acceleration pulses at floor levels. 
Figure 6.5, depicts such acceleration pulses for the 8th floor of both 
buildings under seismic excitation of the #3 ground motion of table 6.1.  
The magnitude of the acceleration pulses that are inflicted on the lower 
8SWDCH building are significant higher that those experienced by the 
taller 12RFDCH building.  
 
Figure 6.5: Displacement and acceleration response histories for both 
buildings excited with ground motion #3 scaled at 0.5g (PGA) a) 8th floor 
displacements and pounding forces b) 8th floor acceleration response 
history with the distinct acceleration pulses. 
Herein, structural damage is expressed by means of the IDR that 
represents a macroscopic engineering demand parameter that correlates 
well with global damage. In the case of the 12RFDCH building, the 
maximum IDR for the lower eight floors where pounding occurs and the 
upper four floors are assessed separately.  The average IDR values and 
their spread per building floor considering all ground motions in the suite 
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for scales 0.5g (PGA) and 1.0g (PGA) are depicted in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 
correspondingly.   
 
Figure 6.6: Average IDR values and their spread considering all ground 
motions in the suite scaled to 0.5g (PGA) a) with pounding and b) 
without pounding. 
It can be readily observed that the 9th floor of the 12RFDCH building 
experiences a sudden increase of the average IDR value due to the 
whiplash effect.  Moreover, pounding increases the spread of the IDR 
values for the upper 4 floors of the 12RFDCH building.  
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Figure 6.7:  Average IDR values and their spread considering all ground 
motions in the suite scaled to 1.0g (PGA) a) with pounding and b) 
without pounding. 
Herein, the 1% 𝑜𝑓 𝛩𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Immediate Occupancy, Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 
2002) is considered as a LS that is well-known to correspond to light is 
damage. 
6.4.1 IDA curves 
The IDA curves presented in this section are derived based on the following 
steps:  
• Initially, IDA curves are derived based on a scaling scheme that 
limits the seismic intensity to 1.0g in terms of the PGA (see Figure 
6.8 a. and c.). 
• Then the intensity (vertical) axis of the IDA curves is 
renormalized/rescaled based on the avgSa IM. The second step 
transforms the IDA curves as it is illustrated in figures 6.8 b and d.  
Following the above two steps, the derived IDA curves for the two RC 
frame buildings are shown in figures 6.8. As discussed, for each IDA curve, 
the seismic intensity is expressed both in terms of the PGA and the 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎.  
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Figure 6.8: IDA curves for the 8SWDCH building a) coupled with 0.0 m 
initial separation distance and IM=PGA b) coupled with 0.0 m initial 
separation distance and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 c) uncoupled and IM=PGA d) 
uncoupled and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
It can be readily observed that pounding restricts the maximum 
interstorey drifts for both RC frames at the floors where pounding occurs. 
However, the opposite behavior is observed for the upper floors of the 
12RFDCH building where pounding tends to increase the maximum 
interstorey drifts. This whiplash type of response has been repeatedly 
observed in the past (e.g. Skrekas et al., 2014, Favvata, 2017) 
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Figure 6.9: IDA curves for the lower eight floors of 12RFDCH building a) 
coupled with 0.0 m initial separation distance and IM=PGA b) coupled 
with 0.0 m initial separation distance and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 c) uncoupled and 
IM=PGA d) uncoupled and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 
 
Figure 6.10: IDA curves for the upper four floors of the 12RFDCH building 
a) coupled with initial separation distance and IM=PGA b) coupled with 
initial separation distance and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎 c) uncoupled and IM=PGA d) 
uncoupled and IM= 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
6.4.2 Fragility curves 
The following plots, depict the distributions of the seismic intensity levels 
where the exceedance of the considered limit state occurs and the 
corresponding fragility models.  
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Figure 6.11: Parameters of the lognormal fit for the 1% IDR limit state - 
8SWDCH building a) coupled b) uncoupled. 
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Figure 6.13: Parameters of the lognormal fit for the 1% IDR limit state - 
12RFDCH building a) coupled b) uncoupled. 
 
Figure 6.14: Fragility curves for the lower 8 floors of the 12RFDCH 
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Figure 6.15: Parameters of the lognormal fit for the 1% IDR limit state - 
12RFDCH building a) coupled b) uncoupled. 
 
Figure 6.16: Fragility curves for the upper 4 floors of the 12RFDCH 
building for the coupled and uncoupled case. 
It can be easily observed that for the 1% IDR limit state, pounding has a 
detrimental impact (an amplification of floor displacements) on the more 
flexible 12RFDCH building for both the lower and upper floors. In contrast, 
pounding has a beneficial effect on the stiffer and lower 8SWDCH building.  
It is noted in passing that the influence of EISP to IDRs confirm trends 
previously reported in the literature but mostly discussed in the average 
(deterministic) context. Specifically, Anagnostopoulos and Spiliopoulos, 
(1992) examined EISP between MDOF systems for a suite of 5 GMs 
reported that EISP can reduce or increase the response of a structure based 
on the relative dynamic characteristics of the colliding buildings. In 
addition, pounding increased the spread of the derived inelastic response 
quantities. These previous findings based on a small number of GMs are 
herein confirmed as it is found that the mean fragility curves are shifted 
either left or right, compared to the fragility curve corresponding to the 
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uncoupled structure indicating that IDR increases or reduces, respectively. 
Further the shape of the fragility curves becomes more inclined indicating 
that EISP increases the spread of the obtained inelastic response 
quantities, especially at higher levels of the seismic intensity. 
Further, Efraimiadou et. al (2013) studied the response of a 5-storey and 
8-storey interacting inelastic RC frames and reported that EISP decreased 
the average IDR values from 2.44% to 2.3% (on average considering all 
floors) of the 5-storey structure. In contrast, pounding increased the 
average IDR values of the 8-storey building from 1.97% to 2.11% (on 
average considering all floors). Similar average trends are found herein 
(see e.g., figure 6.7) as pounding tends to restrict the average IDR values 
from 0.81% to 0.71% (on average considering all floors) of the (lower) 8-
storey building and decrease the average IDR values  from 0.91% to 0.85% 
(on average considering all floors) for the (higher) 12-storey building.  
6.4 Comparing probabilistic predictions based on 
SDOF and MDOF building frames   
As discussed in Chapter 2, pounding represents a very complex and 
computational expensive dynamic phenomenon. In this section, 
probabilistic seismic performance predictions derived based on the RC 
building frames are compared with predictions derived based on the 
equivalent SDOF models. The objective is to assess the ability of the SDOF 
for accurate spatial representation of the dynamic properties of the two 
structures, load paths as well as the spatial distribution of the pounding 
forces along the building floors. In this case however in order to produce 
comparable probabilistic predictions the adopted EDP is the maximum top 
floor displacement. 
The SDOF models build in OpenSEES, exhibit the bilinear response curve 
shown Figure 6.3 (red line) and are excited under the same ground motion 
suite with an identical scaling procedure. Moreover, pounding is modelled 
by means of the linear viscoelastic  model and a similar  calibration 
procedure is adopted as discussed in section §6.2 . The calibrated pounding 
model parameters are 52312.4 𝐾𝑁 for the siffness 𝐾 of the linear pounding 
spring and 2590193 𝑁 𝑠/𝑚 for the damping coefficient 𝐶. 
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Figure 6.17: IDA curves for a) 12RFDCH - SDOF model b) 8SWDCH - 
SDOF model c) 12RFDCH - Frame d) 8SWDCH - Frame. 
Next, percentage differences between the parameters of the fitted 
lognormal distributions derived for the  MDOF systems and equivalent 
SDOF for the cases of the uncoupled and coupled response are calculated 
as  
           𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.SDOF − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑀𝐷𝑂𝐹
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑆𝐷𝑂𝐹
𝑋100                 (6.1) 
                     𝑆𝑡𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  SDOF − 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑀𝐷𝑂𝐹
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  𝑆𝐷𝑂𝐹
𝑋100                (6.2) 
where 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.SDOF, 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔.  SDOF, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑀𝐷𝑂𝐹, 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔,𝑀𝐷𝑂𝐹 are the mean 
and the standard deviation parameters of the fitted lognormal distribution 
for the cases of pounding between SDOF and MDOF systems respectively.  
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Figure 6.18: Percentage difference of parameters of the lognormal 
distributions for the two building frames vs the SDOF models. 
Figure 6.18 plots percentage differences in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) as function 
of the seismic intensity. The mean parameter of the fragility models of the 
SDOF systems is 32% to 66% lower for the 12RFDCH building and 12% to 
32% lower for the 8SWDCH building depending on the level of seismic 
intensity. Therefore, overall, probabilistic performance assessments based 
on the SDOF proxies leads to a significant underestimation of the seismic 
pounding hazard in the mean sense. Interestingly, it is seen that 
percentage mean differences reduce with increasing intensity but at a 
decreasing rate. The fact that the SDOF proxy predicts more accurately 
the mean response of the MDOF system for the lower (8-storey) building 
frame compared to the taller (12-storey) is readily attributed to the less 
importance that higher-order dynamics have in the case of shorter 
structures . On the antipode, record to record variability for the various 
seismic intensity levels expressed through the standard deviation 
parameters of the fragility models exhibit significant lower percentage 
differences compared to the mean values. In fact, the equivalent SDOF 
proxy captures well peak inelastic response variability of the short (8-
storey) MDOF frame as well as of the tall (12-storey) MDOF frame for 
intensity levels above avgSa= 0.02g.       
6.5 Closure 
In this Chapter, a procedure for the probabilistic seismic performance 
assessment of two adjacent RC building frames with equal floor heights 
subjected to pounding was presented. These predictions were compared 
with probabilistic predictions derived under the assumption that the two 
RC frames vibrate independently and with predictions based on 
equivalent, computationally efficient SDOF models. It was found that: 
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• Probabilistic seismic performance assessments of adjacent 
structures with insufficient separation can present a powerful tool 
for accurate probabilistic predictions especially suitable for 
structures of high value.  
• Pounding restricts the maximum IDR for the 8SWDCH building and 
the lower 8 floors of the 12RFDCH building.  
• Pounding increases the maximum IDR for the upper 4 floors of the 
12RFDCH building. This is consistent with the whiplash 
phenomenon observed during pounding between building with 
unequal number of floors. 
• Fragility models derived for the adopted limit states indicate that 
pounding has mostly a detrimental impact rather than a beneficial 
one.  
• Comparisons between the probabilistic seismic performance 
assessments based on 2D frames and the equivalent SDOF models, 
indicate that predictions based on the SDOF models significantly 
underestimate peak inelastic demands in the mean sense but 
capture accurately record-to-record variability expressed through 
the standard deviation of fitted log-normal distributions to IDA 
curves. 
• Equivalent SDOF model corresponding to the shorter 2D frame 
provides more accurate probabilistic seismic performance 


















Chapter 7                  
Conclusions  
 
7.1 Summary and Main Contributions  
This thesis has focused on the quantification of slab-to-slab 
interaction/pounding to inelastic demands of new (i.e. code-compliant) RC 
building structures under increasing seismic intensity. The main research 
contributions of this thesis are:   
• Contribution 1: Detailed inelastic lumped plasticity three-dimensional 
FE models corresponding to real-life case-study structures with 
unequal number of floors are studied and ductility demands of 
horizontal and vertical members are examined separately and 
quantified for different floors, buildings and seismic intensity level. 
Thus far, the influence of pounding to inelastic demands on 3D structures 
has been addressed via simplified models of academic interest. Therefore, 
in this thesis (§4. Influence of Bi-Directional Pounding on the Inelastic 
Demand Distribution of Three Adjacent Multi-Storey RC Buildings) the 
influence of seismic pounding on the inelastic seismic demands of three, 
code-compliant RC buildings that represent a realistic building block is 
examined. The considered case, involved a code-compliant RC structure 
that is constructed in contact with under-designed lower structures in a 
corner building-block configuration. Attention was focused on examining 
pounding influence to peak inelastic demands at critical sections of 
different structural members (beams, columns and shear walls) a) between 
buildings with unequal number of floors, b) between a code-compliant and 
adjacent under-design structures, c) under bi-directional seismic excitation 
capturing the influence of earthquake directivity in three-dimensions (i.e., 
accounting for torsional effects).  
By examining average trends of the inelastic demands, it is found that 
pounding has significant detrimental impact for all buildings and 
structural members. These trends, do not necessarily align with results 
from case studies that considered buildings in a series configuration. This 
indicates that pounding between structures in real-life complex building 
blocks can be far more complex and should be accounted for, during the 
assessment/design phase where applicable.     




• Contribution 2: A PBSA approach has been put forward, inspired from 
modern PBEE concepts, to quantify the influence of EISP to peak 
inelastic demands of adjacent structures probabilistically accounting 
for record-to-record variability. The proposed PBSA relies on 
undertaking IDA and, in this context, a novel IM is established, 
namely the geometric mean of the spectral acceleration at the 
fundamental natural period of the pounding/interacting structures, 
avgSa, which is shown to be much more efficient than the PGA 
commonly used in EISP studies and, therefore, expedites 
computationally PBSA of pounding structures.   
Application of performance-based approaches accounting for record-to-
record variability to the global response of adjacent interacting/colliding 
structures has been quite limited, if existent, to date. With the exception 
of   Vega et al (2009), who applied full-fledged PBSA to study EISP for a 
bridge deck interacting with the two abutments modelled as a linear SDOF 
oscillator subject to double rigid-barrier pounding, all studies of EISP for 
adjacent inelastic structures consider a small number of GMs to represent 
the seismic action and quantify mean seismic demands (e.g., Jankowksi 
2008, Efraimiadou et al. 2013, Abdel Raheem 2014, Favvata 2017 . This 
gap in the literature has been herein attributed partly to the high 
computational cost of conducting IDA in inelastic models accounting for 
pounding and partly due to the lack of an efficient IM applicable to 
pounding/interacting structures that can reduce peak inelastic seismic 
demand variability. In this regard, the PBSA approach presented in 
Chapter 5 along with the novel IM proposed, avgSa, effectively addresses 
this gap in the literature facilitating rendering the use of probabilistic 
PBEE tools practically applicable to  the study of EISP.  
To this end, it has been numerically shown in Chapter 5 that avgSa  is a 
much more efficient IM than PGA which has been exclusively used in all 
EISP studies found in the literature. Specifically, it has been found that 
avg Sa reduces significantly the spread of IDA curves compared to PGA in 
a series of inelastic models comprising pounding inelastic SDOF structures 
used as proxies to 5 different RC multi-storey frame structures subject to 
a suite of 72 GMs. The reduction of IDA curves spread has been examined 
at different limit states and quantified in terms of standard deviation of 
log-normal distributions fitted to the IDA curves data following standard 
PBEE approaches. This reduction is attributed to the fact that avgSa 
brings in relevant damage potential information from the interacting 
structures (i.e., Sa(T1) of each structure) as opposed to PGA which is non-
structure specific IM.    




• Contribution 3:  Derivation of probabilistic models in terms of fragility 
curves of adjacent/pounding structures represented by inelastic SDOF 
oscillators  using the herein proposed PBSA approach. These fragility 
models can be readily coupled with suitably selected decision variables 
and seismic hazard curves to provide full-fledged seismic risk analysis 
accounting for EISP. Moreover, sensitivity study that quantifies the 
influence of gap size, pounding stiffness, and energy dissipation during 
collision on the shape of the fragility curves has also been conducted. 
This is the first of its kind numerical study to assess EISP parameters 
in a statistical/probabilistic context accounting for record-to-record 
variability as captured by the fragility curves pinned to different limit 
states.  
Chapter 5 considered five RC code-compliant inelastic building frames in 
order to assess the influence of the separation distance (gap), the impact 
element stiffness and the energy dissipation on their seismic response 
within the context of PBSA. The five inelastic building frames were 
replaced by equivalent proxy non-linear SDOF systems and their seismic 
performance was assessed for the various considered parametric 
combinations by means of IDA using a suite of 72 GMs.  
It was found that both the gap (up to 25% of the code compliant separation 
distance) and the impact element stiffness have a significant impact on the 
shape of the fragility curves mainly for the light damage limit state (low-
to-moderate seismic intensity). Although counter-intuitive, this is due to 
the increased number of interactions at low seismic intensity levels since 
at higher intensities the two systems oscillate about new equilibrium 
points that significantly reduces or prevents pounding. It is also noted that 
these results are not in agreement with past sensitivity studies that are 
based on results from RHA typically based on a few recorded 
accelerograms. These studies reported that the influence of the impact 
element stiffness has an insignificant impact on the structural response.  
Further, it is shown that at low-to-moderate seismic intensity levels, the 
energy dissipation during collisions has an insignificant impact. The 
influence of energy dissipation increases at higher seismic intensity levels. 
However, it remains marginal and therefore modelling pounding forces 
with less complex and computationally more efficient pounding models, 
that do not account for the energy dissipation during collisions (e.g. linear 
and nonlinear elastic impact elements) are recommended, especially for 
low-to-moderate seismic intensities. Also, pounding was found to have a 
detrimental impact on the more flexible oscillator for all the considered 
cases and in most cases, beneficial for the stiffer oscillator. 




• Contribution 4: Comparison of EISP probabilistic model parameters 
derived by application of PBSA to adjacent multi-storey RC building 
frames subject to slab-to-slab pounding modelled as inelastic MDOF 
systems and as inelastic SDOF oscillators. This is the first study of its 
kind to quantify the influence of structural modelling complexity to the 
inelastic demand predictions  of slab-to-slab colliding buildings and it 
did so by examining fragility curves as well as mean and standard 
deviation of IDA curves data accounting for record-to-record variability 
as captured by a suite of 25GMs 
A review of the relevant literature has revealed that numerous slab-to-slab 
EISP studies (e.g., Chau and Wei 2001, Barbato and Tubaldi 2013, 
Moustafa and Mahmoud 2014)  consider inelastic SDOF interacting 
oscillators used as proxies of planar multi-storey structures which are 
widely used to predict peak inelastic seismic demands in structures where 
no pounding occurs (e.g., Miranda and Ruiz-Garcia 2002, Katsanos et al . 
2014). This is primarily done in studies aiming to quantify the effects of 
EISP to global seismic demands in order to reduce the computational cost 
of NRHA to MDOF systems. However, the issue of whether such simplified 
SDOF oscillators can indeed capture the influence EISP vis-à-vis more 
detailed inelastic MDOF systems has not been systematically addressed in 
the literature.,. This is an important issue since pounding introduces  local  
additional external forces  that directly affects nearby structural elements 
(e.g., at the specific floor where collision occurs). Therefore, modelling 
complexity (i.e., MDOF systems as opposed to equivalent inelastic SDOF 
oscillators) becomes more delicate in EISP studies  than in structures with 
no pounding is not present.  
To address this issue, Chapter 6 (§6. Probabilistic Seismic Performance 
Assessment of Adjacent RC Building Frames Interacting at Floor Levels) 
investigated the influence of floor-to-floor pounding on the probabilistic 
seismic performance of inelastic building frames with unequal number of 
floors and their equivalent inelastic SDOF systems. The influence of 
pounding is quantified against the benchmark case study where there are 
no pounding/interactions using PBSA that accounts for the record-to-
record variability and is expressed in terms of fragility curves derived by 
considering 25 far-field GMs and using the efficient avgSa IM. Attention 
was focused on a light damage limit state (1% of θmax) that corresponds to 
low/moderate seismic intensity levels that are of practical importance. To 
this extend the scaling of the 25 GMs considered was limited to 1.0g (PGA). 
Comparisons between fragility curves derived for the inelastic building 
frames and their equivalent inelastic SDOF systems, indicate that 




predictions based on the SDOF models tend to underestimate peak 
inelastic demands in the mean sense but capture accurately record-to-
record variability expressed through the standard deviation of fitted log-
normal distributions to IDA curves. 
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
The herein proposed PBSA framework can be extended and applied to 
several different EISP scenarios to quantify the influence of EISP in the 
statistics of peak inelastic demands of adjacent colliding structures and, 
ultimately, to the seismic risk and seismic vulnerability assessment of 
adjacent structures.  
At first instance, further research work is warranted to quantify the 
influence of record-to-record variability as well as to seismic action 
directionality in interacting/colliding structures accounting for torsional 
effects/response. Such a consideration requires the extension and 
application of the PBSA framework developed in Chapter 5 of this thesis 
to three-dimensional FE models, as those considered in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis, using multicomponent IDA (Lagaros 2010).Moreover, additional 
research is required to apply the developed PBSA framework to study slab 
to column pounding in adjacent structures with unequal floor levels. This 
consideration requires adopting detailed inelastic FE models capturing 
local failure due to collisions (mostly shear failure) of columns as those 
considered in Favvata (2017).  
Notably, the above extensions and future work necessitate considerable 
computational resources. However, through adopting the avgSa as the IM 
of choice in conducting IDA, it is hoped that satisfactory accuracy to peak 
inelastic response statistics of pounding adjacent structures can be 
obtained by considering a relatively small number of GMs. The latter 
consideration is yet another open research question requiring further 
investigation. 
Another important path for future work is to study the effect of structure-
soil-structure interaction (SSSI) to EISP of adjacent structures using the 
probabilistic PBSA approach. To date, this effect has only been studied 
within a deterministic context (e.g., Mahmoud et al. 2013 and Madani et 
al. 2015) which demonstrated that SSSI may be important for stiff adjacent 
structures founded on relatively soft soil. 
More importantly, given that EISP influence depends significantly on the 
dynamic properties of the structures colliding, a further promising course 
for future research is the extension of the herein developed PBSA approach 




to account for uncertainty to the structural properties following the lines 
of Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis (2010).  
In all the above cases, the developed PBSA framework and its extensions, 
supported by the efficient avgSa, can be used to study the effects of EISP 
to site-specific seismic risk assessment through integration with pertinent 
seismic hazard curves. It is thus envisioned that, with the advent of ever-
more advanced computational resources, seismic risk analysis in congested 
urban environments will be accounting for EISP phenomena to improve 
the accuracy of seismic loss predictions. The tools developed in this thesis 
and their future extensions herein listed pave the way to fulfil this vision 
and to account for EISP which was found to be an important contributor to 
seismic loss in several reconnaissance reports in the aftermath of major 
seismic events in metropolitan areas but, which are not currently 
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Appendix A - Parameters of Inelastic 
Elements 
Parameters of all inelastic elements of buildings used in Chapter 4. 
Table A.1: Properties of inelastic elements for horizontal of building K. 





D1-25/60 129 141 0.006326 0.161064 0.005181 0.041009 0.046190 25.46 2.86E-05 0.16 
D2-25/60 129 141 0.006326 0.161064 0.010107 0.060289 0.070396 25.46 1.95E-05 0.16 
D3-25/70 155 169 0.005280 0.149747 0.006486 0.047752 0.054239 28.36 3.08E-05 0.14 
D4-45/50 139 151 0.007508 0.173683 0.011825 0.082087 0.093912 23.13 1.37E-05 0.14 
D5-50/50 179 193 0.007588 0.135460 0.007014 0.038492 0.045505 17.85 3.57E-05 0.16 
D6-50/50 179 193 0.007588 0.135460 0.006719 0.037697 0.044416 17.85 3.64E-05 0.16 
D7-50/50 179 193 0.007588 0.135460 0.003984 0.030321 0.034305 17.85 4.53E-05 0.16 
D8-50/50 179 193 0.007588 0.135460 0.005511 0.034438 0.039949 17.85 3.99E-05 0.16 
D9-55/55 202 220 0.006718 0.143497 0.015213 0.070501 0.084714 21.36 2.55E-05 0.14 
D10-45/50 139 151 0.007507 0.173683 0.015555 0.077355 0.092909 23.14 1.46E-05 0.14 
 
Table A.2: Properties of inelastic elements for shear walls of building K. 










































Table A.3 Properties of inelastic elements for columns of building K. 
































Table A.4 Properties of inelastic elements for beams of building K1 and K2. 





D1-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.011964  0.070921  0.082885  26.82  1.52E-
05  
0.16  
D2-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.003263  0.034978  0.038240  26.82  3.08E-
05  
0.16  
D3-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.014683  0.082153  0.096836  26.82  1.31E-
05  
0.10  
D4-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.012508  0.079265  0.091773  26.82  1.36E-
05  
0.15  
D5-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.005438  0.047035  0.052473  26.82  2.29E-
05  
0.14  
D6-25/60  165  182  0.006301  0.101232  0.014335  0.049091  0.063425  16.07  3.53E-
05  
0.17  
D7-25/60  130  140  0.006215  0.166677  0.012508  0.076239  0.088746  26.82  1.42E-
05  
0.14  




Table A.5 Properties of inelastic elements for columns and shear walls of 
building K1 and K2. 








312 349.1 0.009754 0.156710 0.007316 0.042949 0.050265 16.07 7.41E-05 0.21 
C50X50 
N08 
397 445.3 0.008222 0.079106 0.006167 0.020717 0.026883 9.62 1.81E-04 0.32 
C50X50 
N12 






413 454.7 0.009042 0.102025 0.006782 0.027175 0.033957 11.28 1.22E-04 0.30 
C50X50 
F10N12 
475 528 0.008460 0.077472 0.006345 0.020169 0.026514 9.16 2.01E-04 0.37 
KT1-2m 2683 2938 0.002040 0.022402 0.015300 0.027163 0.042463 10.98 6.01E-06 0.23 
KT2-2m 2346 2675 0.002111 0.044257 0.015833 0.057029 0.072861 20.96 4.52E-06 0.19 










Appendix B - Ground Motions Catalogue  
Catalogue of recorded ground motion components used in Chapter 5. 

























































































































































































































































































































Appendix C - IDA Curves 
IDA curve plots produced in the parametric analysis of chapter 5 adopting 
the PGA (left panels of figures B.1-B34) and Geometric Mean AvgSa (right 
panels of figures B.1-B34) as IMs. 
 
Figure C 1: Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state (light damage) 
occurs - Uncoupled response of the 12RFDCH SDOF system - 𝜇 and 𝜎 
are the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution 
that corresponds to the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.2:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state (severe damage) 
occurs - Uncoupled response of the 12RFDCH SDOF system - 𝜇 and 𝜎 
are the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution 







Figure C.3:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.338 (m) displacement limit state (light damage) 
occurs - Uncoupled response of the 8SWDCH SDOF system - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are 
the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that 
corresponds to the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.4:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.962 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Uncoupled 
response of the 8SWDCH building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 








Figure C.5:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.298 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Uncoupled 
response of the 8WDCL building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that correspond to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.6:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.658 (m) displacement limit state occurs - 
Uncoupled response of the 8WDCL building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that correspond 








Figure C.7:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 0.428 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Uncoupled 
response of the 12RFDCL SDOF system - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.8:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 1.505 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Uncoupled 
response of the 12RFDCL building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 








Figure C.9:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels per ground motion 
at which the exceedance of the 0.344 (m) displacement limit state occurs 
- Uncoupled response of the 8IFDCH building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 correspond to 
the mean and the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that 
represents the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.10:  Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the 
exceedance of the 1.021 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Uncoupled 
response of the 8IFDCH building - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 














Figure C.11:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 
the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.12:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds 






Figure C.13:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.338 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.14:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.962 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.15:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 
the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.16:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 






Figure C.17:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.338 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.18:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems 
- Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.338 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8SWDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.19:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 
the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.20:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 






Figure C.21:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.298 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8WDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.22:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.658 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8WDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.23:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.427 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 
the best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.24:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.441 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled 
via the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and 
the standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to 






Figure C.25:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.298 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8WDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.26:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.658 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8WDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.27:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.428 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = GM. 
 
Figure C.28:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.505 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.29:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.344 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8IFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.30:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.021 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8IFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = High - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.31:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.428 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.32:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.505 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
12RFDCL building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 






Figure C.33:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 0.344 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8IFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 
best fit a) IM = PGA and b) IM = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑎. 
 
Figure C.34:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
Distribution of the seismic intensity levels at which the exceedance of 
the 1.021 (m) displacement limit state occurs - Coupled response of the 
8IFDCH building with gap = 0.00 (m) - Contact forces are modelled via 
the linear contact model with Kp = Low - 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and the 
standard deviation of the lognormal distribution that corresponds to the 







Appendix D - Fragility Curves 
Plots all fragility curves produced in the parametric numerical work of 
chapter 6. 
 
Figure D.1:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.427 m). 
 
Figure D.2:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 






Figure D.3:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.338 m). 
 
Figure D.4:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 






Figure D.5:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.427 m). 
 
Figure D.6:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.7:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.298 m). 
 
Figure D.8:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 






Figure D.9:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.428 m). 
 
Figure D.10:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 






Figure D.11:  Fragility curves for the 8IFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the light damage limit state (0.344 m). 
 
Figure D.12:  Fragility curves for the 8IFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 






Figure D.13:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (1.441 m). 
 
Figure D.14:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.15:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (0.962 m). 
 
Figure D.16:  Fragility curves for the 8SWDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.17:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (1.441 m). 
 
Figure D.18:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.19:   Fragility curves for the 8WDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (0.658 m). 
 
Figure D.20:  Fragility curves for the 8WDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.21:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (1.505 m). 
 
Figure D.22:  Fragility curves for the 12RFDCL non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 







Figure D.23:  Fragility curves for the 8IFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all considered gap and 
𝐾𝑝 values for the severe damage limit state (1.021 m). 
 
Figure D.24:  Fragility curves for the 8IFDCH non-linear SDOF system. 
Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH is modelled using the linear 
visco-elastic pounding model. Fragility curves are derived for all 








Appendix E - Fragility Curves Statistics 
Appendix E provides plots of statistical attributes used to compare all 
fragility curves produced (as a function of the separation distance) for the 
case where pounding forces were modelled by means of the linear elastic 
and linear viscoelastic contact models in Chapter 6. 
 
Figure E.1:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.2:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.3:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.4:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.5:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.6:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
light damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 












Figure E.7:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 









Figure E.8:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 









Figure E.9:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Figure E.10:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 















Figure E.11:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of the 







Figure E.12:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH SDOF systems - 
severe damage limit state and 𝐾𝑝 = 𝐿𝑜𝑤 a) mean values of the fragility 
models of the two adopted contact models as a function of the initial 
separation distance b) standard deviation values of the fragility models 
for the two adopted contact models as a function of initial separation 
distance c) percentage difference between the mean values of the two 
adopted contact models as a function of the initial separation distance 
and b) percentage difference between the standard deviation values of 







Appendix F - Pounding Event Heat-maps 
Plots of the number of pounding events (upper panel) and the pounding 
force magnitudes (lower panel) as a function of the seismic intensity. 
 
Figure F.1:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = High a) Number of pounding events per 
ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per 
ground motion and intensity level.   
 
Figure F.2:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH - Linear 





of pounding events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes 
of pounding forces per ground motion and intensity level. 
 
Figure F.3:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number of pounding events per 
ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per 
ground motion and intensity level.   
 
Figure F.4:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8SWDCH - Linear 
viscoelastic pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number 
of pounding events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes 






Figure F.5:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = High a) Number of pounding events per 
ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per 
ground motion and intensity level.   
 
Figure F.6:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL - Linear viscoelastic 
pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = High a) Number of pounding 
events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding 






Figure F.7:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number of pounding events per 
ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per 
ground motion and intensity level.   
 
Figure F.8:  Pounding between 12RFDCH and 8WDCL - Linear viscoelastic 
pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number of pounding 
events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding 






Figure F.9:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH - Pounding forces 
are modelled by means of the linear pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) 
and Kp = High a) Number of pounding events per ground motion and 
intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per ground motion and 
intensity level. 
 
Figure F.10:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH - Linear 
viscoelastic pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = High a) Number 
of pounding events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes 






Figure F.11:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH - Linear pounding 
model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number of pounding events per 
ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes of pounding forces per 
ground motion and intensity level.   
 
Figure F.12:  Pounding between 12RFDCL and 8IFDCH - Linear 
viscoelastic pounding model - Gap = 0.00 (m) and Kp = Low a) Number 
of pounding events per ground motion and intensity level b) Magnitudes 
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